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ABSTRACT
A study has been made on the horizontal burning rates 
of 87 thin materials, consisting of samples of nylon and vinyl 
automobile seat fabrics, heavy cotton cloth, standard Whatman 
laboratory filter paper, nylon automotive carpeting, and 
specially cut thin strips of balsa, ash, oak, and redgum.
These horizontal burning rate tests were performed using a 
modified version (large cabinet) Federal Motor Vehicle Safety 
Standard 302 Horizontal Burning Rate Test. A mathematical 
model, which relates the horizontal burning process to the 
piloted ignition process, is proposed and tested; it is then 
used as the basis for an empirical model to describe the burn­
ing phenomenon as a function of piloted ignition data. The 
model is tested for validity against experimental data and 
found to predict burning rates within a factor of two, given 
the ignition curve and thermal and physical properties of a 
material.
Although this spread in predicted values of the hori­
zontal burning rates seems large, it is approximately the same 
as the spread in experimental values. Hence, the model can 
predict burning rates almost as well as they can be measured.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The rate at which a fire spreads over a given material 
has been of interest to the human race since fire was first 
discovered. Until recent times, very little has been known 
about the mechanisms of fire spread. It was not until the 
1940's that scientists began to investigate experimentally 
how fires spread and how rapidly they spread. Most of the 
early work in the field of fire spread rates was done by the 
U.S. Forest Service in an attempt to predict how rapidly a 
fire would spread through a forest.
It was not until very recently that the general public 
became aware of the dangers inherent in wearing apparel made 
from flammable materials, mostly the new synthetic fibers. 
Since that time, new federal regulations regarding the maxi­
mum allowable burning rate for materials used for clothing, 
automobile interiors, furniture, draperies, carpeting, etc., 
have been passed or are being considered. Thus, it has become 
advantageous, especially for synthetic fiber manufacturers, 
to be able to estimate the burning rate of a given material 
without first manufacturing large quantities.
1
2It is to this question that this dissertation addresses 
itself. It was felt that a model describing the fire spread 
phenomenon could be developed on the basis of piloted ignition 
data. The idea of treating the flame spread rate over a mate­
rial as a series of ignitions is not new. It was first pro­
posed by Fons in 1946 (7). A model which describes the burn­
ing rate has been obtained for a variety of thin materials, 
both synthetic and natural cloths and thin wooden strips, 
based on the ignition curve for the material and its physical 
and thermal properties.
It is felt the model developed herein is the first to 
correlate quite successfully burning rates of materials which 
have significant differences in their chemical composition.
A great number of tests for flammability of materials 
have been proposed and adopted by various private and govern­
mental agencies. Trying to ascertain which one, or which 
combination, of these tests should be used to obtain burning 
rate data is quite difficult. The test chosen was that pro­
posed by the Department of Transportation (Federal Motor 
Vehicle Safety Standard 302), which measures the horizontal 
burning rate of a material. It is certainly not as severe a 
test as some of those proposed, such as the vertical tests 
where the flames move from the bottom of the sample to the top, 
but it does indicate relative burning rates of materials. It 
also has the advantage of spreading the data over a larger 
range than the vertical tests.
3An important point to keep in mind, and which will 
be demonstrated in the next section, is that no single test 
nor any combination of tests can, nor should be expected to, 
simulate to any degree of accuracy, the behavior of a mate­
rial in a real fire. Unless materials are tested in a large 
scale test apparatus, approaching room size, their behavior 
based on bench scale tests may not be related to their be­
havior in a large scale fire in any easily discernible way.
This dissertation then attempts to show that the 
horizontal burning rate of a material, as obtained from a 
modification (larger cabinet) of the Department of Transpor­
tation FMVSS 302 Horizontal Burning Rate Test (hereinafter 
designated MFMVSS 302) is related to the material's ignition 
characteristics in a fundamental way. However, care should 
be exercised in extrapolating the equations developed herein 
for materials with significantly different properties.
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW
Fire research has grown from its infancy in the 1930's 
and 1940's to a sophisticated science in the 1970's. And yet, 
very little is really known about the detailed processes which 
occur when a material is ignited and is consumed by fire. Ex­
tensive research into the phenomena of ignition and flame 
propagation exists, and more data are becoming available each 
year. Hilado (17) has conveniently divided the burning pro­
cess into five stages. It is instructive to examine these 
stages separately.
The first stage consists of heating the material; 
heat being supplied from an external source. This process 
progressively raises the temperature of the material. The 
external supply of heat might be direct flame exposure (radia­
tion and convection), heat transferred from hot gases (con­
duction and convection), or heat transferred from a hot solid 
mass (conduction). The rate of temperature rise is a function 
of the heat flux (the temperature differential between the 
flame and the material), the specific heat of the material, 
the thermal conductivity of the material, and the latent heat 
of fusion and vaporization.
4
5Stage two begins when the material reaches its 
decomposition temperature and begins to decompose. Most 
substances yield a number of decomposition products as they 
pyrolyse. These products include combustible gases (those 
that burn in the presence of air), noncombustible gases 
(water vapor and CO^ being most common), liquids (usually 
partially decomposed material) , solids (carbonaceous char), 
and entrained solid particles which appear as smoke.
The third stage, as outlined by Hilado, is ignition.
In this stage, sufficient oxygen or oxidizing agent is present 
and sufficiently well mixed with the combustible gases to 
obtain ignition. Ignition is usually brought about by an 
external flame source or spark, although most materials will 
also exhibit a self-ignition temperature, which is the tem­
perature at which reactions within the material become self- 
sustaining to the point of igniting.
Stage four is the actual combustion of the material. 
Combustion of a unit of mass liberates a given quantity of 
heat. This heat of combustion then raises the temperature of 
the gaseous products of combustion, thus increasing heat 
transfer to the solid material by convection. Expansion of 
the heated gases increases convective heat transfer, and the 
heated entrained solid particles tend to increase heat trans­
fer by radiation. This stage represents full-scale or fully 
developed burning. The most important characteristic at 
this point is the heat of combustion of the material.
6Finally, stage five consists of flame propagation and 
ultimate consumption cf the material. In order to obtain 
propagation, the heat generated by combustion of the material 
minus the heat lost to the surroundings, must be sufficient 
to bring an adjacent lunit mass to the combustion stage.
If all five oj the above mentioned stages were amen­
able to a precise and tractable mathematical description, then 
an accurate, comprehemsive model of the burning process could 
be set forth. Unfortunately, none of these stages is well 
enough understood to gredict theoretically the material beha­
vior corresponding to the events which are known to occur in 
each stage. In the heating stage, equations can be developed 
to describe the process, but often these equations cannot be 
solved. The decomposition stage is the one about which the 
least is known. The reactions and mechanisms appear to be 
many and complex in nature and no truly successful approach 
has been developed to delineate them. Much work has been done 
in the area of ignition, which is perhaps one of the better 
understood phenomena Heading to the burning of substances. 
Extensive data are available on ignition behavior of a wide
2
range of substances using radiative sources from 0.5 cal/cra -
2
sec to 3.0 cal/cm -sec although some data extend to 20 to 30 
2
cal/cm -sec. Some of these data can be found in references 
21, 25, 31, 32, 33, 34, and 39.
The data have been correlated empirically, based on 
theory, because it is beyond the realm of present technology
7to predict theoretically ignition behavior a priori. The com­
bustion stage has not been fully understood either, because 
it is intimately related to the heating and decomposition 
stages. The same applies to the propagation stage.
A central problem, which seems to reappear in trying 
to analyze these stages, is the inability to define accurate 
and significant boundary conditions. In many cases, no means 
of measuring the desired variables exist. This problem leads 
all of those involved in fire research into the predicament of 
having to make simplifying assumptions or estimating those 
variables which cannot be measured. Since the problems of 
heat transfer and kinetics involved in the overall process are 
of such a complex nature, it is quite possible that some, per­
haps many, important variables have not even been discovered!
Since one of the basic assumptions being made in this 
thesis is that the burning rate of a material is related to 
the material's ignition behavior, it is instructive to examine 
the ignition process in some detail. A review of the burning 
phenomena and the various tests used to obtain flammability 
data will then follow.
Ignition of Cellulosic and Synthetic Materials 
Brown ( 4) has concluded that a unique series of 
events occurs as a combustible solid is gradually heated in 
the presence of air. A very slow reaction takes place as the 
material absorbs energy at low temperatures. The reaction
8between the material and the oxygen in the surrounding air 
increases appreciably at higher temperatures. This normally 
exothermic decomposition reaction produces heat which raises 
the temperature of the absorbing material, thus increasing 
the reaction rate. Energy losses to the surroundings by radia­
tion, conduction, and convection oppose the increase in reac­
tion rate. At some characteristic temperature, the rate of 
reaction becomes rapid enough to overcome the heat losses, 
and the temperature rises faster than it would due to external 
heating alone. Thus, the reaction accelerates itself and 
very rapid heating follows. If favorable conditions still 
exist, this process continues until glowing or flaming 
ignition occurs.
However, Brown's concept of the ignition process, as 
observed in a "fire" situation (i.e., external heating), has 
been proven incorrect by later work. It appears from the 
discussion Brown gives, that he conceptualizes ignition as 
occurring in the solid itself. He discusses the exothermic 
combustion process which liberates heat which raises the 
temperature of the solid. He does not mention the endothermie 
process which must occur in order to cause decomposition of 
the solid into volatile fragments which escape into the gas 
phase ( 4 ). Brown missed the point that combustion occurs 
in the gas phase, not in the solid phase. Therefore, there 
are two processes occurring; an endothermie decomposition 
reaction (the breakdown of the solid into fragments), and an
9exothermic gas phase oxidation reaction. The exothermic 
process is this gas phase oxidation reaction, which usually 
occurs at some finite distance from the solid surface. If 
the heat contributed to the solid by this gas phase oxidation 
reaction and the energy absorbed from external sources does 
not equal or exceed the endothermie decomposition reactions 
in the solid, the solid will self-extinguish.
As an organic solid decomposes upon heating, it under­
goes molecular rearrangement while simultaneously yielding 
molecular fragments in gaseous form. These fragments mix 
with the surrounding air. If this process is carried out at 
a sufficiently high rate, flaming ignition occurs. There are 
two extremes for thermal decomposition of solids. For very 
low thermal heating rates, the specimen may char completely 
without flaming. This charring without ignition occurs be­
cause the rate of evolution of combustible gases is so low 
that after mixing with air their concentration is below the 
flammable limits. For very high incident energy fluxes, the 
specimen may undergo no discernible charring up to the time 
of ignition. The specimen then decomposes rapidly, and almost 
completely, to volatile substances, leaving only a trace of 
solid residue, by a process termed "flash pyrolysis."
An ignition cabinet was designed, built and tested 
at the University of Oklahoma by Koohyar C211. This cabinet 
has been used to compile an extensive file of ignition data 
on cellulosic and synthetic materials, both thick and thin
10
samples. The test consists of exposing a specimen, about 
100 square centimeters in area, to a monitored radiant flux 
from either a benzene flame or quartz-tungsten lamps until 
the specimen is ignited or completely pyrolyzed. A small 
pilot flame above the sample ignites the combustible gases 
vaporizing from the surface, hence the term "piloted ignition." 
The elapsed time between exposure and ignition is recorded 
as the ignition time. The benzene flame radiation data were 
chosen for use in relating ignition data to the burning pro­
cess because the spectral properties of benzene flames are
more nearly akin to those of the flames of the burning speci-
2
men. The range of incident irradiance was 0.5 cal/cm -sec
2
to about 3 cal/cm -sec. A more complete description of the 
experimental apparatus and the types of data obtainable have 
been given by Koohyar (21), Wesson (39), and Rangaprasad (25).
Wesson (39) has developed a correlational scheme for 
piloted ignition which has been successfully used to corre­
late ignition data from woods. The same functional form used 
for woods was applied to synthetic woven cloths, cotton cloths, 
paper, and plastics with reasonable success. He assumed a 
one-dimensional model for heat conduction through an inert, 
opaque, infinite slab exposed to a constant heat flux on one 
face with no heat loss on the opposite face. He used the 
resulting analytical solution to obtain the functional form 
of the parameters for correlating the data. His derivation 
is repeated here.
11
The differential equation for one-dimensional heat 
conduction through an inert, opaque, infinite slab is given 
by;
K ^ M I  (ii-i)
3x 3t
The initial condition for all values of x  is AT = 0, with 
boundary conditions;
t > 0 x = L HU = - k (II-2)
t > 0 X  = 0 = 0 (II-3)
assuming that all the incident irradiance is absorbed.
The solution to Equation II-l with the stipulated 
initial and boundary conditions is;
AT_ = 1
 ^ ( k p C p ) n =0
ierfc ---------- + ierfc
2(ct)l/2 2(Kt)l/2
(II-4)
where 2nL .2
ierfc , _1 g 2 (Kt)l/2 . 2nL ^rfc - »
2 (<t) /tt 2 (<t) / 2 (<t) /
(II-5)
Equation II-4 may be written in functional form as;
H ./t = f{AT , (.kPc erf — ClI-6)
^ s p 2 /i<t
where erf L/2/ict is used for convenience in place of 
ierfc L/2/ict.
12
If the specific heat, c^, is assumed constant and
the thermal conductivity, k, is dependent on the density, p,
Equation II-6 becomes;
H./t = f{AT^, p, erf — — } (II-7)
^ ® 2 Æ E
Since Wesson assumed that the surface temperature rise at
ignition was relatively constant, Equation II-7 can be written
in functional form as:
H.t^ = Alpb erf — — ]^ (II-8)
^ 2/FE
if the functional form of the equation is assumed to follow 
a power law distribution. The ignition time, t^, and the 
sample thickness, L, are used in the power law expression. 
Equation II-8 can be rearranged to yield an expression for 
ignition time, where for emphasis, t is replaced by t..
t^ = B
2
where F = k t/L is the Fourier modulus.
Wesson then shows how Equation II-9 can be modified 
to use the initially absorbed irradiance, H^, rather than the 
incident irradiance, which allowed him to collapse all 
of his ignition data for wood onto a single graph. The ini­
tially absorbed irradiance, H^, is equal to the incident 
irradiance, H^, times the integrated average absorbtance, a. 
The a is a measure of the fraction of the incident irradiance 
initially absorbed by the specimen.
13
The resulting correlation obtained by applying the 
above technique to wood samples is given by;
= 35
1
tII-10)
The correlation obtained by applying this technique 
to woven nylon and vinyl seat fabrics, woven cotton cloth, 
paper, and nylon carpeting for automobiles is given by (36) :
t^ = 21
rP°'2 (erf
(aH^)
27f ^
T n r (11-11)
3 2where p is in gm/cm , is in cal/cm -sec, and t^ is in sec.
These correlations were subsequently used in the analysis of
burning rate data on these materials.
Flame Propagation 
Once the ignition behavior of a material is understood, 
it is instructive to examine its burning characteristics via 
some sort of experimental flame propagation test. A major 
problem arises at this point, however. In order for a flame 
propagation test to be practical and economical, it must be 
relatively small scale, i.e., a bench-type laboratory experi­
ment; but, to obtain data that might be useful in predicting 
'real' fire spread rates over a material, it is necessary to 
perform large-scale experiments. The question then arises:
Does there exist a small-scale test or combination of small- 
scale tests which can be used as a basis for determining the
14
flammability characteristics of thin materials? There are 
a large number of burning rate tests in existence, each 
general type designed to test particular characteristics of 
the material. Those presented here concern the determination 
of burning rates of automobile interior materials.
Goldsmith (13) has tabulated the various flammability 
tests that are applicable to automobile interior materials 
and his tabulation is reproduced in Appendix B. An examina­
tion of Appendix B reveals that most of the tests are small- 
scale tests with the most significant difference between the 
bench-type tests being the sample orientation and the time 
of exposure to the ignition source. Sample orientation is 
a critical factor in determining burning rates.
If a specimen is burned vertically upward, the evolv­
ing gases and the flames preheat the material ahead of the 
advancing flame front, hence increasing the burning rate. If 
the specimen is burned vertically downward, the flame preheats 
the sample by radiation only and the hot gases travel opposite 
to the advancing flame front. The latter is perhaps the 
least severe of all burning test types. A horizontal burning 
test is more severe than vertical downward flame propagation, 
but less severe than vertical upward burning. It has been 
found by Goldsmith (13) and Sliepcevich, et al. (36) that a 
vertical test method is impractical because the flame front 
cannot be accurately defined, making the measurement of the 
rate of travel of the front virtually impossible. A vertical
15
method also tends to cluster the burning rate data in a narrow 
range. For these reasons, a horizontal test method was chosen 
by Goldsmith and by Sliepcevich. This test procedure is des­
cribed in the next chapter; it basically consists of an earlier 
version (larger cabinet) of a horizontal burning test for auto­
mobile interior materials which was proposed by the Department 
of Transportation. Subsequently, the cabinet was reduced in 
size to correspond to SAE J369, "Flammability of Automotive 
Interior Trim," and the Automobile Manufacturers Association 
Method S 121. The only difference between SAE J369 and the 
current FMVSS 302 is the orientation of the face of the mate­
rial, that is, the side that would be normally exposed in use. 
In FMVSS 302 this side would face up during the test and in 
SAE J369, it would face down. These tests procedures are also 
similar to Method FSS 453, "Flight Resistant Material."
Both the larger and smaller cabinet versions of the 
FMVSS 302 test are less severe than Method 5906 Federal Speci­
fication CCC-Tl91b because the specimen is only exposed to the 
igniting flame for 15 seconds in the former, whereas, in the 
latter it is exposed continuously. As stated previously, a 
horizontal test provides a greater spread in the data, thus 
allowing for some qualitative estimates in the differences in 
flammability of materials. Since much of the flammability data 
used in this study were obtained under contract with the De­
partment of Transportation, the FMVSS 302 test, and in particu­
lar the modified (larger cabinet version) MFMVSS 302 test, was 
adopted for present purposes.
16
Horizontal Burning 
A majority of the experimental and theoretical work 
in the area of fire spread has dealt with the spreading of 
a fire through a forest. Fons [1946) was the first to suggest 
the important parameters that control the rate of spread of 
fire through porous fuel arrays. He found that the rate of 
spread within a given fuel bed remains constant if the fuel 
size, bed configuration, and environment are homogeneous. He 
postulated that a fire propagates through the fuel as a series 
of ignitions.
Fons C9) has conducted extensive studies on flame 
propagation through wood cribs. The technique developed in­
volved moving the crib into the flame so that the flame re­
mained stationary. Measurements were made on radiation fluxes 
from the flame, gas velocities, temperatures, and combustion 
products. A correlation for burning time for line fires was 
developed as a function of dimensionless groups. His corre­
lation is given by:
( ^ )  (-) = A )  0.65^ (11-12)
d ^ D Pg ^ %  Ao
where A = Equation 11-12, 8^ = burning time,
L/D is the ratio of the flame height to the flame depth in 
the crib, d^ is the initial fuel thickness, k^/hd^ is the 
reciprocal of the Nusselt number, and are the fuel and 
gas densities respectively, h^ and w^ are the height and width
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of the fuel bed, and are the volume of fuel and gas in 
the crib, and a is the thermal diffusivity of the fuel. 
Equation 11-12 correlates the data of Fons very well. This 
equation gives the scale effects of the fuel and fuel bed 
variables on burning time, propagating rate, and burning rate 
for laboratory crib fires. Fons expressed the propagation 
rate, R, by;
R = (L)3/2 (11-13)
where H is the heat of combustion, W is the weight of fuel 
burned per unit area, and L is the flame height. Equations 
11-12 and 11-13 can be used to make qualitative estimates of R 
for forest fires. However, in order to make quantitative esti­
mates, extensive data on the properties of the fuel, the con­
figuration of the bed and the transport coefficients must be
known as is readily evident from Equation 11-12.
Frandsen (10) has developed a model for fire spread 
through a fuel bed based on an energy flux conservation basis. 
His model is based on the steady-state solution of the energy 
equation :
91 91 91^
?3r + ^  + ? F - = - ? t  (11-14)
where I is the heat flux, Q = is the net heat absorbed
per unit volume, is the effective bulk density, and Q is
the net heat absorbed per unit mass. The boundary conditions 
are:
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1 = 0 Q = 0 X  =  - a >
I  = Ô  = Ôig = 0
where and are the values of I and Q at ignition. With 
these boundary conditions and the assumption that the fuel 
bed is wide enough to achieve a straight line fire front, i.e., 
Oly/3y = 0, Frandsen solves Equation 11-14 to obtain
9lz( Z) ^  (11-15)
dz
—00
He then terms the right hand side of Equation 11-15 the 
propagating heat flux.
so that in simplified form the rate of propagation, R, is 
given by;
-R = Ip/Q^g ClI-17)
where 1 , 1  , and Q. are restricted to the same plane as
P ^ig
detailed steps used by Frandsen to derive
c
Equation 11-15 are questionable from the standpoint of mathe­
matical rigor; nevertheless. Equation 11-16 appears plausible 
in view of the assumptions made. Frandsen does not present 
any experimental validation of his model, and it appears to be 
somewhat difficult to use.
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Frandsen, Rothermel and Philpot (30). have extended 
the work done by Frandsen, and have empirically defined a 
number of the quantities in Frandsen's work. They define 
Qj_gt the volumetric heat of preignition, as:
°ig = %  °ig ("-IS)
where e is the effective heating number, the fraction of fuel 
in the unit volume that is effectively involved in the igni­
tion process; is the bulk density; and is the heat of
preignition. Frandsen has shown that e is given by:
e = (11-19)
where o is the particle surface-area-to-volume ratio. Frand­
sen has also developed an expression for the heat of preig­
nition, Qj^g/ as:
Ojig = 139 + 620 M cal/gm (11-20)
where M is the moisture content of the fuel.
The propagating intensity, 1^, is the effective flow 
of energy that propagates the fire. It has its source in the 
combustion zone through the reaction intensity, a term derived 
from the mass loss rate of the fuel. The reaction intensity 
is given by;
Ij^  = -hdw/dt (11-21)
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where h is the heat content of the fuel, w is the fuel load­
ing, mass/area, and t is time. Frandsen and Rothermel (12) 
present a method for obtaining dw/dt. Rothermel shows that 
the reaction intensity, I^, is related to the propagating flux. 
Ip,through a packing ratio, g. This relationship is presented 
graphically, since there exists a different curve for each 
fuel type.
They then account for wind effects and slope effects
by:
Ip = llp'o Ü  + ♦s’ (11-221
where
(Iplo = K E Pb Qig (11-22)
and R is the spread rate, is wind coefficient and c})^ is 
the slope coefficient. Thus the flame spread rate is given by:
* = Io(I + + *s)/^Pb°ig (11-241
where 1^ is given by Equation 11-2 3, the no wind case.
Although this model takes into account the effects of 
moisture, wind and changes in terrain in predicting the fire 
spread rate, R, it requires an extensive knowledge of the 
potential fuel. A rate, R, must be determined for no wind, 
no slope conditions, presumably using small-scale model fires, 
and extensive data must be obtained for reaction intensities 
versus packing ratio for the full range of fuels for which 
the model is to apply. These limitations seem to be acute in 
the case of applying this model to thin homogeneous materials
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such as those considered here. However, the model seems to 
be quite acceptable for forest fires.
Neither of the above models appears to be applicable 
to the problem of predicting horizontal burning rates of thin 
materials. Fons, Frandsen, and Rothermel all considered 
forest-type fuel beds which are several inches to a foot or 
more in thickness. On the other hand, most automotive interior 
materials are only a few millimeters thick. Therefore, the 
thickness of the material is a major difference between the 
work performed by the Forest Service and that presented in 
this dissertation. Another major difference is the type of 
fuel bed and the manner in which the fuel bed, or sample, is 
situated in the test apparatus. Their tests were performed 
on cribs or open arrays of forest fines (e.g., pine needles), 
whereas the interest in the present case is with relatively 
homogeneous woven fabrics and wooden slabs. Therefore, since 
the correlations presented above are based on empirical rela­
tions for many of the variables involved, it is not readily 
apparent how the results of Fons or those of Frandsen and 
Rothermel could be extrapolated to encompass the present case.
Two extensive studies of the flammability character­
istics of vehicle interior materials have appeared recently.
The first was by Goldsmith (13) at Illinois Institute of 
Technology. He experimentally determined the horizontal burn­
ing characteristics for a number of automotive interior
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materials including seat fabrics, seat cushion material, head­
liners, door panels, etc. However, he did not attempt to 
correlate the data obtained from these tests. The second study 
was performed at the University of Oklahoma Research Institute 
by Sliepcevich, et al. (36). They obtained burning rate data 
for automobile interior materials as well as piloted ignition 
data for those materials used as seat fabrics.
Sliepcevich, et al., not only studied the horizontal 
burning as prescribed by the MFMVSS 302 horizontal burning 
rate test, but they also studied the effects of wind, moisture 
content, fabric orientation, and angle of inclination on the 
burning rate of automotive seat fabrics. All of these vari­
ables can have a substantial effect on the burning rates 
measured in the MFMVSS 302 apparatus. Moisture content had 
little effect on synthetic fabrics, such as nylons and vinyls, 
found in automobiles, but it had a pronounced effect on the 
burning rate of cellulosic materials. It was found that the 
horizontal burning rate of a vinyl fabric with a heavy cotton 
backing exhibited a decrease from 4.3 inches/minute at zero 
percent relative humidity to 2.8 inches/minute at 100 percent 
relative humidity. Hence, a material's backing can exhibit 
a controlling influence on the burning rate as determined by 
the MFMVSS test method.
The orientation of the fibers in the fabric also 
affects horizontal burning rate. The correlation to be pre­
sented later assumes a lengthwise normal burning direction.
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i.e., parallel to the decorative pattern or backing fabric. 
However, some samples reported by Sliepcevich have burning 
rates that differ considerably from the lengthwise normal 
rates, if they are burned using a different orientation of the 
fibers. In some cases, this difference arises simply because 
of the "ease of burning" along the fibers as opposed to burn­
ing across the fibers. In other cases this variation could be 
due to different fibers being present, such as a rayon for the 
fill and nylon for the warp, thus achieving a composite woven 
material which could quite easily exhibit two different burning 
rates depending on direction.
As stated earlier, as a material is inclined toward 
the vertical, its burning rate will increase rapidly. Sliep­
cevich shows that an approximate relationship exists between 
the horizontal burning rate and an inclined burning rate using 
the MFMVSS 302 apparatus, modified so that the clamp assembly 
can be rotated. This approximate relation is given by:
R. = (9 sin 8 + 1) R. (11-25)
o O
where Rg is the burning rate at angle 8 measured above the 
horizontal plane; R^ is the burning rate of the material in 
the horizontal burning test.
Sliepcevich, et al., present a correlation of their 
data for fabric burning rates obtained from the MFMVSS 302 
test. This correlation is based on the suggestion Fons made 
in 1946, that the propagation rate is a series of ignitions.
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The derivation given by Sliepcevich will be repeated here in 
some detail.
The ignition measurements, mentioned previously, pro­
vide a functional relationship between the absorbed radiant 
heat flux (= cTh )^ , and the ignition time, t^. Figure II-l 
shows this relationship for a typical fabric sample, vinyl 
sample V-7. An energy balance can be written for an ignition 
sample as:
=  =p ( T i g  -  T g )  P (« A y )  C l I - 2 6 )
2
where = absorbed energy flux, cal/cm -sec
t^ = ignition time, sec
2
Ay = area of the sample face exposed to the flux, cm
Cp = specific heat of the original sample, cal/gm-°C
T^g = average temperature of the sample at ignition, °C 
T^ = ambient temperature, °C
6 = thickness of the sample, cm
p = initial bulk density, gm/cm^
Rearranging Equation 11-26, a defining equation for an average 
ignition temperature, Tj^^, is obtained:
_  H t .
T. = + T (11-27)
since 6 , p, c^ and T^ are assumed to be constant, it can be 
seen that T^^ depends on the product (H^t^). Furthermore, as 
shown in Figure II-2, (H^t^) is a strong function of t^;
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therefore, the average ignition temperature, cannot be a
unique characteristic or a property of a material since it 
depends on the heating rate. It is emphasized that the value 
obtained from Equation 11-27 represents an integrated average 
temperature for the sample and is not to be regarded as the 
local, surface temperature. Thus, T\g, as defined here can be 
quite different from the customary ignition temperatures re­
ported in the literature; the latter refer to a somewhat arbi­
trary temperature of the exposed (but not in direct flame 
contact) surface at the instant that ignition occurs.
As can be seen from Figure II-2, (H^t^), and consequent­
ly (according to Equation 11-27) increases with increasing
ignition times. However, the magnitude of the increase shown 
in this figure is misleading since the absorbed energy, H^, 
does not account for heat losses from the ignition sample 
during preheating to the ignition point. Following the proce­
dure used by Wesson (39), the heat losses were roughly esti-
2mated to be on the order of 0,25 cal/cm -sec (due to reradiation 
and convection from the exposed face and radiation and convec­
tion from the rear face). Deducting these losses from H^, to 
obtain a value for the retained energy, H^, values for (Hj^ t^ ) 
were computed. By replacing H^t^ in Equation 11-27 with H^t^, 
new values of were computed. These results are shown in 
the dashed lines of Figure II-2. These values are more real­
istic; in fact, a more accurate form of Equation 11-27 requires 
in place of H^t^. Unfortunately, data which would provide
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a more reliable estimate of heat losses as a function of ir­
radiation fluxes are not available. Nevertheless, the T. 'sxg
based on appear to be in reasonably close agreement with 
the temperatures observed for maximum rates of weight loss in 
thermal gravimetric analyses; the latter have been used to 
predict ignition characteristics with some degree of success.
Wesson (39) demonstrated the applicability of tran­
sient, one-dimensional, heat conduction through an infinite, 
solid slab of an inert, opaque material to the analysis of the 
ignition process. Since the burning process is visualized as 
a series of successive ignitions (9), it seems reasonable, as 
a first approximation, to utilize a similar approach for the 
burning or flame propagation process.
Before proceeding with the mathematical development, 
it is important to emphasize that unlike the ignition test 
which gives absolute values for ignitability, the burning rate 
test generates numbers which are,grossly dependent upon the 
test apparatus and procedure (36). Therefore, it can be anti­
cipated that any burning rate model will contain at least a 
calibration constant for the particular apparatus and procedure 
since, in reality, a burning rate is defined by the apparatus 
and procedure.
In the MFMVSS 302 horizontal burning test, it was 
observed that the sample. Figure II-3a, ahead of the flame 
front is preheated on both sides. Figure II-3b. The heat 
fluxes in the vertical direction on the top surface, q ^ , and
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on the bottom surface, g^', are not necessarily equal, as 
pictured in Figure II-3c. For the sake of simplification, 
without due regard for mathematical rigor or physical reality, 
it will be assumed that the vertical fluxes can be replaced 
by an "equivalent" horizontal flux, q^, which results in a 
temperature gradient in the horizontal direction as illustrated 
by the dashed curve in Figure II-3d. Consequently, the hori­
zontal burning process can be reduced to a one-dimensional 
model by the further assumption of invariance of the tempera­
ture across the y- and z-planes for a given value of x.
Consider an element (Ax)^ of the sample which is 
initially at a uniform temperature, T^, throughout as shown 
in Figure II-4a. If the specimen is exposed to direct contact 
with a flame on its left face, it is assumed that the tempera­
ture at this surface jumps immediately to = T^ , which is 
the flame (optical pyrometer) temperature. A temperature 
gradient is likewise established, and the length of the element, 
(Ax)^, is selected such that its temperature at the opposite 
face is essentially equal to the ambient temperature, T^. To 
facilitate visualization, the temperature gradient is shown 
as a dashed, straight line in Figure II-4b. Since the tempera­
ture gradient is linear, the temperature at the midpoint of 
the element represents the "average" temperature in this ele­
ment, T^g, and the penetration distance is (Ax)^/2 = x * , as 
shown in Figure II-4b. Note that the assumption of a linear 
temperature gradient does not introduce any additional
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restrictions in this analysis since the assumption of a non­
linear gradient would simply shift the away from the mid­
point of the element.
As the sample proceeds to burn, the flame front moves 
to the right; consequently the temperature gradient advances. 
For example. Figure II-4c shows the temperature gradient and 
horizontal displacement of at the time when the flame 
front has advanced 1/4 of the way through (Ax)^. As a result 
of this propagation, the adjacent element, (Ax)g f undergoes 
preheating, and by the time the flame front has completely 
traversed element (Ax)^, element (Ax) g is fully preheated to 
the ignition point as shown in Figure II-4d. As the flame 
front advances through element (Ax) 2 , element (Ax) ^  undergoes 
preheating, etc. Thus, the burning process consists of suc­
cessive periods of preheating followed by ignition, element 
by element. The criterion for ignition is given by Equation 
11-27 which proposes that when the "average" temperature in 
the element reaches the element will ignite. The rate at
which Tj^ g^  advances through the element is therefore a measure 
of the rate at which successive ignitions occur, which in turn
is equal to the burning rate, R^. Thus,
Rq = x*/t* ClI-28)
where x* = penetration distance
t* = t^ = elapsed time to advance T^^ a distance x*
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Note that if the temperature gradient were linear, would 
be also equal to Ax/2t* since the time required to burn an 
element which is 2x* (or Ax) in length is 2t*. As stated be­
fore, there is no loss in generality introduced by visualizing 
a linear gradient.
An energy balance for one-dimensional transient heat
conduction through a semi-infinite, inert and opaque solid 
is then formulated. It is assumed that the heat capacity,
Cp, thermal conductivity, k, and density, p , are temperature 
and position independent. The energy balance yields;
K ^  ClI-29)
9x^
where k is the thermal diffusivity (k/pc^). The boundary 
conditions are :
Initial condition: t = 0, T = T^ all x (II-30a)
Boundary conditions; t >  0, T = T^, x = 0 (II-30b)
t > 0, T = T^, X  = 00 Cll-30c)
The solution of Equation 11-29 with the initial and boundary 
conditions 11-30 is given by;
T - T
° = 1 - erf — —  (11-31)
■^ s " ^o 2/FE
For the problem as formulated here, t = t*, x = x*, T = 7%^, 
Tg = Tp, so that;
= 1 - erf — ^  (11-32)
F o 2/idE^
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The value for x* in terms of and t* from Equation 11-28 
is then substituted into 11-32, yielding:
T._ - R
 2 = 1 - erf — ---  (11-33)
Tp - 2 Æ
Since it is clear from Equation 11-27 that for each absorbed 
flux, H^, there is a corresponding ignition time, t^, and the 
burning process is assumed to be a series of ignitions, then 
there is a unique ignition time, t = t*, and a flux, = H^* 
corresponding to the burning rate = x*/t*. Therefore,
Equation 11-27 becomes:
H_*t*
T . - T = — ------------- (11-34)
° «P
Combining Equations 11-33 and 11-34:
H * t* R /t?"
ITT
Equation 11-35 gives a relationship among the burning rate, 
characteristic ignition time, and the heat flux required to 
sustain propagation.
Calculations showed that t* was very small, on the 
order of tenths of a second, and the O.U.R.I. ignition test 
cannot be used to obtain accurate data at very short times 
(i.e., less than 2 seconds). Extrapolating the ignition data 
to these limits is not reliable. Therefore, some other means 
had to be devised for obtaining the relationship between H^* 
and t*. Had (H *t*) been a constant, this problem would not
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have arisen, because could have then been calculated from 
Equation 11-27 directly. It was found that for short igni­
tion times and for thin materials the error function in Equa­
tion 11-11 approaches a value of one. Since p is raised to 
the 0.2 power, its value is fairly constant for the fabrics 
considered in this study; hence, it was deduced that:
/tT = constant/H^ (11-36)
As /t 0. Thus a plot of /t versus 1/H^ using the
actual ignition data was made for each of the materials con­
sidered. A typical example of these plots is given in Figure 
II-5. These plots were forced to be straight lines passing 
through the origin, so that a relationship between t* and 
was obtained as:
slope = s* = H^/ET = (Xl-37)
When Equation 11-37 is substituted into 11-35 the result is:
s*/t^ = 1 - erf — —  (11-38)
957 w c 2/ico p
where w^ = Sp, T^ = 982°C, and T^ = 25°C. The value of 982°C 
= Tp was used because it corresponds to T^ = 1800°F , approxi­
mately the temperature of a benzene flame as measured by an 
optical pyrometer.
Trial and error calculations were made on Equation 
11-38 to find values of t* using the experimental values of 
R^. It was found that:
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R /t*’ = C, (11-39)
for each class of materials considered, i.e., a unique value 
was found for nylon fabrics, another for vinyl fabrics, etc.
The Cp, the calibration factor, appears to be unique 
for a particular material in a specific burning rate experi­
mental apparatus, such as the MFMVSS 302 test apparatus used 
for this study. Thus, the characteristic ignition time for 
the burning process is
/t^ = Cp/R^ (II-39a)
If Equation II-39a is substituted on the left-hand side of 
Equation 11-38, and Equation 11-39 is substituted on the right- 
hand side of Equation 11-38, after rearranging, the result is:
^o =
or
'■957 c (1 - erf
= C* Is*/w^J
w
2/ic
(11-40)
(11-41)
where C* is the bracketed term in Equation 11-40.
Equation 11-41 has the following specialized form for 
the materials considered by Sliepcevich, et al.:
Vinyls :
^o (cm/sec) = (2.91 X 10"3) s*/w^ (II-41a)
Nylons :
^o (cm/sec) = (5.65 X 10-4) s*/w^ (II-41b)
Nylon carpets :
^o (cm/sec) = (3.35 X 10-4) s V W q (II-41C)
Cottons :
%o (cm/sec) = (1.84 X
10-3) s*/w^ (II-41d)
Filter papers :
%o (cm/sec) = (1.56 X 10-3) s V w ^ (II-41e)
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A plot of calculated versus experimental R^ is 
presented by Sliepcevich. Thé correlation coefficient of the 
resulting least squares fit was 0.955 and the standard error 
of estimate was 0.033 cm/sec, and the equation of the line 
is R^ (calc) = 0.991 x R^(exp).
The correlation presented by Sliepcevich, et al. , 
appears to be the first formulation which directly combines 
the ignition data and burning rate data. It seems obvious 
that these two phenomena should be related, which was first 
suggested by Fons in 1946.
The model which is presented above has several ad­
vantages over those of Fons, Frandsen and Rothermel when 
applied to homogeneous substances that are reasonably thin. 
This model was developed specifically for thin homogeneous 
materials. It incorporates the ignition behavior into the 
mathematical formulation through the use of the' slope, s * , of 
the ignition curve at short times, t^ .^ It is not dependent 
on the flame - height, depth,-or width as is Fons' model. It 
is not necessary to know values of the heat of combustion of 
a specimen nor its heat of preignition as in the model of 
Frandsen and Rothermel. A detailed knowledge of the kinetics 
of decomposition, which so many working in this field have 
tried to incorporate into their models, is unnecessary. These 
are some of the distinct advantages offered by the Sliepcevich 
model.
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However, there are certain assumptions made in arriv­
ing at Equation 11-38 that should be examined. In Equation 
11-26, the terms for the heat of vaporization and pyrolysis 
have been omitted. This assumption is probably valid, since 
the heating rates in a flame are high compared to the heats 
of decomposition.
Another assumption which is open to question is the 
use of a one-dimensional model in which heat is propagated 
through the specimen only by conduction in the horizontal 
plane. Referring to Figure II-3c which depicts the visual 
observations on the horizontal burning process, it is clear 
that heat is transferred from the flame to the surfaces of the 
specimen by radiation and convection in the vertical plane.
The observation of the char zones clearly indicates that the 
temperature in the vertical plane of the specimen is not uni­
form across the thickness, 6 . In fact, by employing baffles, 
maintained about 1/8 inch ahead of the flame front, it was 
possible to reduce the burning rate virtually to zero. There­
fore, from the standpoint of physical reality, a two-dimensional 
model would be more appropriate, which will be presented in 
Chapter IV.
Another criticism of the one-dimensional model is that 
a different constant must be empirically determined for each 
class of materials indicated by Equation 11-41.
CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
As noted previously, the burning rate test used in 
this study was the FMVSS 302 horizontal burning rate test C6). 
The only deviations from this procedure were that the cabinet 
used to house the burning rate apparatus was much larger than 
the FMVSS 302 test specifies (36), and all tests were run at 
laboratory conditions of temperature and humidity since the 
laboratory did not have facilities to maintain a 70°F tempera­
ture and a 50 percent relative humidity.
The apparatus consists of a large cabinet, 45 inches 
wide, 20 inches deep, and 41 inches high, with a full front 
window as shown in Figure III-l. Combustion gases exhaust 
through a 3-3/4 inch hole in the center of the cabinet roof, 
and fresh air enters through a rectangular 3 inch opening 
which extends across the bottom of the front. The sample 
holder consists of two steel U-shaped clamps 4 inches wide 
and 14 inches long. These clamps then fit into a frame which 
elevates the clamps about 8 inches above the floor of the 
cabinet, as shown in Figure III-2. The top steel clamp has 
etched marks at one inch intervals. The ignition source is
40
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Figure III-l. Horizontal Burning Rate Apparatus,
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Figure III-2A. Sample Holder and U-Shaped Clamp 
Assembly.
Figure III-2B. Sample Holder, with U-Shaped Clamp 
Showing Indicating Marks.
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a Bunsen burner which is supplied with any fuel which has a 
flame temperature equivalent to natural gas.
The samples to be tested were cut into strips 4 inches 
wide and 14 inches long. The fabric samples were then condi­
tioned at 70°F and 50 percent relative humidity for at least 
24 hours prior to testing. The wood samples were oven-dried 
for a minimum of 48 hours. When it was desired to run a test, 
the sample holder frame was placed in the center of the cabi­
net, the burner was lighted (Matheson "B" gas was used, being 
55 ± 1 percent hydrogen, 24 ± 1 percent methane, 18 ± 1 per­
cent carbon monoxide, and 3 ± 1 percent ethane), and the flame 
adjusted, from the 3/8 inch inside diameter burner tube, to a 
1-1/2 inch height. A sample was removed from the conditioning 
chamber and placed between the clamps in the frame holder, 
care being taken that minimal sample sagging occurred. The 
front door of the cabinet was lowered and locked. The flame 
from the Bunsen burner was then applied to the exposed end of 
the sample for 15 seconds. The burning length was 10 inches 
and timing of the flame propagation started at the 2 inch mark 
from the ignited end. This procedure nullified any effects 
which the burner flame might have on propagating the flame.
Three things could happen and are so reported;
1. The flame propagates the entire length of the sample (most 
common occurrence).
2. The flame propagates past the beginning timing mark, but 
not the full 10 inches.
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3. The flame self-extinguishes before reaching the 2 inch 
timing mark.
In Case 1, the burning rate is reported for the sample 
in inches/minute. In Case 2, attempts to obtain a burning 
rate were not satisfactory since the flame often became sta­
tionary and then extinguished. The timing ended when flame 
extinguishment was obtained, a matter of 10 to 90 seconds 
after propagation ceased. In Case 3, the behavior was defined 
as self-extinguishing and no burning rate data were reported 
for such samples.
The samples used were seat fabrics (nylons and vinyls) 
from 1968, and later, model automobiles, cotton cloth, What­
man filter papers, nylon automobile carpeting, and wood 
samples cut to nominal 1/8 inch thicknesses. Table A-1 in 
Appendix A lists all samples used and gives a physical 
description of each.
Ignition data were obtained using the O.U.R.I. igni­
tion test for the nylon, vinyl, and cotton cloths; the filter 
paper; and the nylon carpeting. Ignition data for the woods 
were extracted from Wesson's work on wood ignition (39), 
and these data were then corrected for thin materials. The 
description of the ignition test procedure and the results can 
be found elsewhere (21, 25, 39).
Several hundred burning rate tests were performed 
on 26 nylons, 14 vinyls, and 6 cotton fabrics, 7 filter papers 
and 7 nylon carpets and 6 each of 1/32, 1/16, and 3/32 inch
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balsa wood, and 6 samples each of nominal 1/8 inch thick ash, 
oak, and redgum. Each test consisted of making from 3 to 30 
runs on each type of sample. A sample is defined as a mate­
rial with a unique color, weave (if applicable), density, 
weight per unit area, thickness, and a unique ignition curve. 
Only average burning rates for each material are reported.
The reproducibility of data in the horizontal burning 
rate test was found to be within 5 percent on the whole. 
However, some samples had a much higher variability, as great 
as 50 percent. The 5 percent variability can be attributed 
to the test procedure, apparatus and experimentalist. The 
larger variations appear to be due to surface finishes on the 
materials, decorative patterns, and non-uniformities in the 
sample. Table III-l presents several examples of burning rate 
data, and shows the standard deviation of these selected data 
from their mean. The data in the table represent the com­
plete range of variability encountered in this study.
Property data were obtained for each sample. The 
weight per unit area (W^) was obtained by weighing a 25 sq cm 
piece of dried material on an electro balance. The thickness 
(5) was obtained by placing the sample between two round steel 
discs having a thickness of 0.051 cm each. The total thick­
ness of discs and material was then measured using a dial 
micrometer and the material thickness obtained by subtracting 
the sum of the discs' thickness from the total. This seeming­
ly elaborate procedure was necessary in order that repeatability
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TABLE III-l
EXAMPLES OF THE VARIABILITY OF BURNING RATE DATA
Material Burning Rate, in/min No. of Standard Deviation
Max Min Aver Samples in/min % of Mean
1 sheet #1 
Whatman Filter 
Paper (F-1)
9.26 7.94 8.53 30 0.40 4.6
2 sheets #1 
Whatman Filter 
Paper (F-1)
6.32 4.32 5.20 30 0.51 9.0
Vinyl Fabric 
(V-4)
2.08 1.90 1.99 3 0.12 6.2
Vinyl Fabric 
(V-13)
4.33 2.40 3.67 30 1.29 35.0
Vinyl Fabric 
(V-15)
6.67 5.36 6.05 30 0.46 7.6
Cotton Fabric 
(CT-1)
3.52 2.54 3.02 30 0.28 9.4
Nylon Fabric 
(N-1)
1.61 1.37 1.52 3 0.19 12.3
Nylon Fabric 
(N-3)
2.26 1.70 1.93 3 0.41 21.3
Nylon Fabric 
(N-10)
1.18 1.08 1.12 3 0.07 6.5
Nylon Fabric 
(N-25)
2.76 2.33 2.55 30 0.11 4.3
Nylon Fabric 
(N-27)
9.33 1.36 3.43 30 1.70 50.0
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in measurements could be obtained. Many of the fabrics were 
heavily patterned with ridges and indentations. The above 
procedure gave an average thickness although it is certain 
that for these types of fabrics the thicknesses are biased 
toward the high side. The density (p) is a bulk density ob­
tained by dividing the weight per unit area by the thicknei-r- 
(p = w^/8 ). Heat capacity was assumed constant for each ty: a 
of material; values were obtained from Hilado's Flammability 
Handbook for Plastics and Lange's Handbook of Chemistry. The 
thermal conductivities of the fabrics, carpeting, and filter 
papers were obtained by plotting a straight line through the 
thermal conductivity point for air and a point at a given 
density as found in Lange's Handbook of Chemistry. These 
straight line approximations are shown in Figure III-3. For
woods and filter papers, the equation for thermal conductivity
suggested by McLean (22) was used:
k = 4.73 X  1 0 - 4  + 5 . 6 8  ^
It should be noted that flame appeared both above and 
below the sample as it was burning. The open structure of 
the clamp supporting frame allowed free access of air to both 
sides of the sample during a test. As mentioned in Chapter II, 
the sample positioning can have a significant effect on the 
observed burning rate.
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Figure III-3.
p, GM/CM'"
Thermal Conductivity's Dependence 
on Density for Nylon, Nvlon Carpetina, 
Vinyl, and Cotton Fabrics.
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As indicated in Chapter II, the horizontal burning 
rate data obtained from the MFMVSS 302 test for nylon and vinyl 
seat fabrics, nylon automotive carpeting, woven cotton cloth, 
and filter paper, can be correlated with the ignition data 
for these materials. This correlation is based on the use 
of a one-dimensional heat conduction model for a semi-infinite 
inert and opaque slab with constant thermal and physical prop­
erties, as was given by:
s*/t^ ^ o * ^
F5T"w "c ' - 1 - erf (— — ) (11-38)
o p 2 /k
where s* is the slope defined by Equation 11-37, t* is the 
characteristic ignition time, w^ is the material weight per 
unit area, c^ is the heat capacity, R^,is the horizontal burn­
ing rate, and k is the thermal diffusivity.
It was felt that this model could be improved and 
extended to cover a wider range of materials, e.g., woods.
One of the objectives of this work was to seek a method for 
predicting R^/E^ for other materials without having to perform 
extensive burning rate tests. Thus, if R^/f^ could be related
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to some easily measured property, or properties, of the mate­
rials, it might also be possible to obtain a single correlation 
or model for all the materials used, rather than one equation 
for each class of materials (see Equations 11-41).
In order to extend the work done by Sliepcevich, et al. 
to cover a wider range of materials, thin (nominal 1/8 inch 
thick) samples of ash, oak, and redgum and 1/32, 1/16 and 3/32 
inch samples of balsa were subjected to the modified (MFMVSS) 
FMVSS 302 horizontal burning rate test. The data obtained 
from burning these thin wooden samples is presented in Table 
A-1, Appendix A.
Calculation of s* for Woods 
Before the technique developed by Sliepcevich, et al. , 
i.e.. Equation 11-38, could be applied, it was necessary to 
calculate the slope s* as defined by Equation 11-37. Conse­
quently, ignition data, H versus t., was required for each
& X
material and particularly at short ignition times on the order 
of a few seconds. Wesson (39) has obtained extensive data on 
the ignition of woods. His correlation for ignition time, tj^ , 
as a function of initially absorbed flux, H^, and density, p.
was presented in Chapter II
* ^  (erf
2/~tt^ = 35
0-9  —
i____
(â H .)2 8
(11-10)
3 2where t^ is in sec, p is in gm/cm , is in cal/cm -sec, 6 ,
2
the sample thickness, is in cm, and k is in cm /sec. The
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error function term corrects for the effect of thickness on 
the ignition time.
His data were obtained for each of the woods studied, 
using both tungsten quartz lamps and benzene flames as irra­
diation sources. In the present work, the ignition data ex­
tracted from Wesson's study utilizes only the data for the 
benzene flame because the spectral distribution of radiant 
energy from benzene flames more nearly reproduces the spectral 
distribution of the flame of a burning specimen (36). His 
data were obtained using specimen thicknesses ranging from 
0.318 cm to 2.54 cm. The data for woods extracted from Wesson's 
work corresponded to the thicknesses of balsa (6 = 1.97 cm), 
ash (6 = 2.54 cm), redgum (6 = 2.54 cm), and oak (6 = 2.54 cm). 
Since the wood samples used in the burning rate tests were 
approximately 0.32 cm, or less, in thickness, a correction had 
to be applied to Wesson's data in order for it to be used in 
predicting the slope, s*, for these thin samples.
The data of Wesson, for each material, was plotted as 
versus Hg/[p^/^(erf 1/2/P)^^^]. The error function term, 
which corrects for differences in thickness, was then obtained 
for each sample of wood used in this study. From plots of t^ 
versus H^/[p^^^(erf 1/2/P)^'^^], assuming an ignition time be­
tween one and 60 seconds, such that p ,  and erf 1/2/f were
known, new values of H^ corresponding to the thin samples were 
obtained. The calculations resulting from this procedure along 
with the original data of Wesson and the plots referred to
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above are presented in Table A-4 and A-5 and Figures A-1 
through A- 8 of Appendix A.
Once the data had been corrected for thickness 
effects, the slope, s*, according to Equation 11-37, for each 
of the wood samples considered in this study was calculated; 
these values are presented in Table A-2 of Appendix A. These 
slopes were then incorporated into Equation 11-38, and values 
of /t* were calculated by trial and error (Table A-3, Appendix 
A). It was found that R^/t* was also a constant for each 
type of wood used as had been previously found for each class 
of materials (synthetic and natural fibers) by Sliepcevich.
Extension of Sliepcevich Model 
The desired extension of the one-dimensional model was 
to obtain a method of predicting values of R^/t* from physical 
properties. Therefore, attempts were made to correlate the 
R^/t* values with the density, p, of the material, and with 
the weight/area of the material, w^. A computerized least 
squares fit was made on the data, obtaining R^/t^ as a function 
of and separately as a function of w^^. A t-distribution 
test, which is explained in Appendix C, was performed simul­
taneously with the least squares fits. It indicated that R^/tTf 
correlated well with density, p, but very poorly with weight/ 
area, w^. The correlation of R^/E^ with density is, for all 
the wood samples :
R^/t^ = 8.93 X  10"2 ( p ) - 0 ' 0 9 9  (IV-1)
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and for the fabrics (nylon and vinyl seat covers, cotton 
cloths, Whatman filter papers and nylon carpets):
R^/t^ = 8.49 X  1 0 " 2 ( p )  0-419 (IV-2)
where the units of are cm/sec, t* are sec, and p are
gm/cm^.
By substituting Equation IV-1, or the average value
for R^/t^ for all the woods, i.e., (R^/t^) = 0.103, into
Equation 11-38, and solving for /t*, the following equation 
is obtained:
957 w^c^ r,
/Ff , = ------2 _E (1 - erf iriii] (IV-3)
wood 3 »  2 Æ
and by substituting Equation IV-2 into Equation 11-38, the 
resulting equation is:
2
where t* is in sec, w^ is in gm/cm , c^ is i.n cal/gm-°C, and
2 1/2s* is in cal/cm -sec ' . A single value of thermal diffusiv­
ity was used by Sliepcevich, et al. (36), k = 1.06 x 10 ^
2cm /sec; thus Equation IV-4 can be simplified to:
957 w c n
'^fabrics =  P ^^-5)
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Since Equations IV-3 and IV-5 depend only on thermal and 
physical properties and the slope based on ignition data, they 
could be used to predict values of /t^ for a material. These 
/t* values could then be substituted into Equations IV-1 and 
IV-2, and values could be obtained. This technique of cal­
culating was performed on three nylon samples and six balsa 
samples which were not included in the previous calculations
of R /t*. The results are shown in Table IV-1. It can be o
seen that the technique developed above predicts the burning 
rate for the woods considered very well and predicts the burn­
ing rates for the nylons within a factor of two.
The generalization of R^/t^ as a function of density, 
and the subsequent predicted results for R^ as shown in Table 
IV-1, account for most of the deficiencies in the development 
of Sliepcevich, et al., outlined in Chapter II. However, 
since the method of obtaining the values of R^/T^, which were 
used to obtain Equations IV-1 and IV-2, were based on a one­
dimensional heat conduction model, and since a two-dimensional 
model would be more realistic, a different approach to the 
problem was sought. The new approach still has as its basis 
that the burning rate and the ignition process are related.
The Two-Dimensional Mode]
As stated previously, a two-dimensional model of the 
burning process appears to be more realistic than the one­
dimensional model. On the other hand, a three-dimensional
TABLE IV-1
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED BURNING RATES
Sample
P
g/cm^
Slope
s*
cal/cm^-sec^^^ gm/cm
Rq exper 
cm/sec
R calc 
by Eg IV-1 
and IV-2 
cm/sec
/E^
secl/2
1/32" Balsa: Cp = 0.34; K = 1.765 X 10"3
Bl/32-1 0.127 1.445 0.0129 0.6415 0.520 0.211
Bl/32-2 0.127 1.430 0.0128 0.580 0.515 0.213
Bl/32-3 0.134 1.47 0.0135 0.672 0.532 0.203
Bl/32-4 0.1173 1.40 0.0117 0.632 0.625 0.177
Bl/32-5 0.0994 1.33 0.0100 0.799 0.765 0.147
Bl/32-6 0.1164 1.40 0.0117 0.730 0.636 0.174
Nylon : = 0.40; K = 1. 06 X 10"3
N-2 0.487 3.95 0.0321 0.0656 0.117 0.538
B-3 0.410 4. 85 0.0353 0.0816 0.103 0.568
N— 6 0.407 4.15 0.0373 0.0453 0.083 0.705
Ln
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model would be even more preferable except for the mathemat­
ical complexities. If the flame front advances in a straight 
line, then a two-dimensional formulation should represent the 
phenomenon quite well. The burning process was mathematically 
formulated assuming an inert, opaque solid at steady-state, 
with a moving boundary, and heat conduction through the 
thickness of the sample, but not along its length (Refer to 
Figure IV-1).
The mathematical formulation, considering the above 
assumptions, becomes:
Rq H  ^  (IV-6 )O a x  g y j
where is the burning rate, T is the temperature, and k 
is the thermal diffusivity. The boundary conditions for 
Equation IV- 6 are assumed to be
9T
ay
= 0  y = 0 any x ClV-7a)
y=0
T = Tj_g y = 5/2 X  = 0 ClV-7b)
T = T^ any y x = “ (IV-7c)
where T^^ is the ignition temperature, T^ is the ambient tem­
perature, and 5 is the thickness. Equation IV-6 can be written 
in dimensionless form by making the following substitutions:
n. = "■ Civ-8)
/4x k /Rq
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= T,
Figure IV-1. Schematic of Flame Propagation Model 
for Equation IV-6.
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and;
T - T.
Making these substitutions in Equation IV-6 yields
= 0
with boundary conditions;
de = 0
n=o 
= 0 
= 1
n = 0 
n =
n = 0
(IV-9)
(IV-10)
(IV-lla)
(IV-11b) 
Civ-llc)
Equation IV-10 with the boundary conditions given by 
Equations IV-11 has a solution of:
= 1 - erf n CIV-12)
or, in terms of the original variables:
T - T.
------ ^  = 1 - erf
■^ o - ?ig /4xK/R
(IV-13)
This equation gives the temperature distribution within the 
solid as a function of position and burning rate.
Since the heat being transferred into the solid at 
y = ± (S/2 is of interest if Equation IV-13 is to be related 
to the ignition process, it is desirable to calculate:
y - 5 /2  = -  hCT-T^l -  oeT (IV-14)
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where is the heat flux being absorbed by the solid at its
surface, h is the convective heat transfer coefficient, e is 
the emissivity of the solid, a is the Stefan-Boltzmann con­
stant, and T is the temperature of the solid. The above 
is assumed equal to the absorbed heat flux from the ignition 
test.
Since the values for h and e were not known. Equation 
IV-14 was rewritten using a retained energy concept as;
- h(T-T„) - oeT^ (IV-15)
K  3. O
where is the retained energy in the sample. Therefore,
Equation IV-14 becomes
k a?
9y
Equation IV -16 may be written as:
- H
y=6/2 = «R
li
9y y=6/2 = Â T - ^
Taking the desired derivatives of Equation IV-12, i.e., 3 6/3y, 
yields :
but from Equation IV- 8
(IV-19)
C4<x/R^) 1/2
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Therefore, upon substituting Equation IV-19 into Equation 
IV-18, the result is
= li e"^ [_---- 1 , _  _] ClV-20)
^ /if (4icx/R^)
Applying the boundary condition of Equation TV-17 to Equation
IV-20, the result is
= - 1  [ lyg] e-a^Ro/(16Kx) (iv-21)
ig / ft (4k x /R^)
Equation IV-21 can be solved for the retained flux, H^, at the 
surface y = 5/2 , as
Hp = a t . g-<S Ro /16k x  (lV-22)
K ig ttx
where is the temperature rise at the surface at the
instant of ignition in °C, 6 is the thickness of the sample,
cm, k is the thermal conductivity, cal/cm-sec-°C, p is the
density, gm/cm^, c^ is the heat capacity, cal/gm-°C, R^ is the
horizontal burning rate, cm/sec, k is the thermal diffusivity, 
2
cm /sec, and x and y are spatial coordinates, cm.
The retained flux at the surface, as a function of 
length along the sample, has been calculated according to 
Equation IV-22 for representative materials included in this 
study. Nine representative graphs of the retained flux, H„, 
versus the length coordinate, x, are presented in Figure IV-2 
through IV-10. The tabulated values of the properties of 
these nine samples are presented in Table IV-2. Table IV-3
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Figure IV-5. The Variation of the Retained Energy with
Distance Along the Surface for Oak, 0-2.
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TABLE IV-2
VALUES USED TO CALCULATE FOR FIGURES 
IV-2 THROUGH IV-10
Sample
cm/sec
P
gm/cc
6
cm
c
P
cal/gm°C
K X 10^
2 ,cm /sec ° c
Balsa 1/32-11 0.202 0.211 0.236 0.34 2.20 385
Balsa 1/16-4 0.428 0.0994 0.162 , 0.34 3.08 385
Gum-1 0.189 0.390 0.152 0.34 1.83 385
Oak-2 0.0629 0.711 0.270 0.34 1.64 365
Nylon-7 0.0457 0.356 0.113 0.40 1.53 395
Vinyl-5 0.181 0.780 0.119 0.40 0.667 320
Cotton-1 0.155 0.540 0.066 0.34 0.953 361
Filter paper-2 0.273 0.470 0.038 0.34 1.06 399
Nylon carpet-1 0.0224 0.174 0.394 0.40 1.94 395
*Taken from References 5, 25.
TABLE IV-3 
SUMMARY OF PROPERTIES OF SAMPLES
Material
Range of 
Thickness 
5 , cm
*
Ignition Temp. 
Tig, °C
Average Thermal 
Diffusivity, k 
cm^/sec
Heat Capacity 
Cp, cal/gm-°C
Density Range 
p , gm/cm^
Nylons 0.06-0.12 420 14.4 X 10"4 0.40 0.36-0.61
Vinyls 0.05-0.14 345 6.65 X 10"4 0.40 0.67-1.05
Cottons 0.036-0.066 386 9.43 X 10“^ 0.34 0.53-0.564
Filter 0.010-0.04 424 10.6 X  10“^ 0.34 0.46-0.735
papers
Nylon 0.32-0.47 420 18.25 X 10"4 0.40 0.174-0.230
carpet
Balsa 0.147-0.24 410 24.3 X 10"4 0.34 0.099-0.21
Redgum 0.15-0.21 410 18.5 X 10"4 0.34 0.37-0.39
Ash 0.24-0.34 390 16.95 X 10"4 0.34 0.57-0.60
Oak 0.24-0.28 390 16.5 X 10"4 0.34 0.65-0.72
♦References 5, 25
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presents a summary of the properties of all the materials used 
in calculating Equation IV-22.
In order to compute the retained energy, in Equa­
tion IV-22, it is necessary to know the temperature
rise to ignition, from an independent source. The values for
the T. for the materials studied here were obtained based ig ..!
on thermogravimetric analysis by Brown (5) and Rangaprasad 
(25) by arbitrarily assuming that the ignition temperature, 
would be equal to the temperature at which the rate of 
weight loss reached a maximum given a 20°C/min heating rate.
The values for the T^^ were assumed to be the same within a giv­
en class of materials (e.g., all balsa materials were assigned 
the same T^ ^^  value, 410°C) . The values for the AT^^ (= T^ ^^  - 
25.0°C) are listed in Table IV-2.
From Figures IV-2 through IV-10, it can be seen that 
the retained heat flux, H^, increases rapidly to a maximum 
value and then drops off exponentially as the distance, x, 
from the flame increases. At first glance, one might think 
that should have its maximum at x = 0. However, this pre­
mise is incorrect. If Equation IV- 15 is closely examined,
the behavior of Equation IV-22 as shown by Figures IV-2 through 
IV-10, becomes evident. In Equation I V -15 , H^, the absorbed 
flux, increases as the distance of the surface from the flame
decreases; however, T, the temperature of the solid, also in­
creases as distance to the flame decreases. Hence, the energy
4
loss terms, h(T - T^) and eT , increase rapidly as the flame
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is approached. The net result is that the retained energy,
tends to zero as x ->■ 0. The peaks in Figures IV-2 through 
IV-10 occur as a result of a rapid decrease in the solid tem­
perature, T, as X increases. The absorbed flux, decreases
as X  increases, but not nearly as rapidly as T decreases. In
2
fact, from Equation IV-13, it can be seen that at x = 6 R^/G.8k ,
corresponding to n = 0.05, the temperature, T, will be within
-1 -1
5 percent of the value of T^. If <S - 10 cm, = 10 cm/sec
and K - 10  ^ cm^/sec, then x will be given by x - 1.0 cm. At
T - T^, the loss terms will be approximately zero; but with
such a small change in x, i.e.. Ax = 1.0 cm, will decrease
negligibly and the resulting value of will increase rapidly.
Thus a peak will occur, after which the value of will then
decrease as x increases because decreases.
The position of the peak depends on the physical and
thermal properties. The very rapid peaking obtained with
nylon-7, cotton-1, and filter paper-2 samples appears to be
attributable to the combination of low thermal diffusivity, k,
small thickness, 6, and a relatively high ignition temperature
which leads to a high At . .ig
Equation IV-22 does not solve the problem of being un­
able to define a unique energy (either H^t^^ or ; for,
although can now be calculated independently of t^^, it has 
become a function of position x, about which nothing is known 
in relation to the burning process. Hence, there has been a 
trade off of variables, x for t^^, and another approach is needed.
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As can be seen from Equation IV-22, it is necessary 
to know the burning rate, R^, in order to calculate the re­
tained energy, H^, as a function of position. At the outset, 
it was stated that the purpose of this work was to understand 
the burning process better and to attempt to model that pro­
cess. The assumptions made and the boundary conditions used 
in obtaining Equation IV-22 appear to be valid, but the equa­
tion does not allow prediction of burning rates from easily 
obtainable data. However, Equation IV-22 does suggest certain 
variables which are important to the burning process. These 
variables are density, p ; heat capacity, c^; thermal diffusiv­
ity, k; thickness, 6 ; temperature rise to ignition, AT^^; and 
retained energy, H^, which is related to the absorbed flux,
H^, from the ignition test. A dimensional analysis using the 
Buckingham Pi method was performed on the variables using the 
slope, s*, instead of H . This method was used because data 
for the slope, s*, were available and the exact value of H 
required to propagate the flame was not known. Two dimension- 
less groups resulted from this analysis; see Appendix D. They 
are:
(IV-23)
no = ----    (IV-24)
/EpCpA^ ig
These groups were then combined into an equation as follows:
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R 6 c*
_2_ = K [----- - --- (IV-25)
K /icpc  AT.
P 19
where K is dimensionless constant. Equation IV-25 was then 
rewritten as:
Rq = K(s*)* (K)"B/2 (pCp)-a (AT^g)"^ K 6"^ (IV-26)
which can be reduced to :
Rq = K(s*)^ (pCp)"B (AT\g)"& (IV-27)
Equation IV-27 suggests that R^ may be written in functional 
form as:
Rq = f[(s*)^ (c)b (pc )C (g)d (AT\g)G] (IV-28)
However, the ignition temperature, as obtained from thermal 
gravimetric analysis (5, 25) of the samples showed that AT^^ 
was approximately a constant for the materials under consider­
ation. Therefore, Equation IV-28 was reduced to:
Rq = f[(s*)S (K)b (pc )C (6)^1 (IV-29)
and a product form of the equation was assumed such that:
Rg = Cs*\^(pCp)^6^ (IV-30)
where C is a constant. Equation IV-30 was then rewritten in 
logarithmic form as:
In R^ = In C -f a In s* + b In K + c In (pc^) + d In 6
(IV-31)
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Equation IV-31 was used to perform a multi-regression analysis 
on the data for the 87 samples. The data used to perform the 
analysis are tabulated in Table A-2, Appendix A. A statis­
tical analysis of the data was incorporated into the regres­
sion analysis computer program which checked the data for bad 
data points and which performed a t-test on each variable 
versus the burning rate, R^. If the t value was less than 2, 
the variable under consideration was assumed negligible in 
correlating the data and was subsequently deleted from the 
analysis. The statistical tests used and the justification 
for them are presented in Appendix C.
The equations resulting from the regression analysis 
of the data, are, for all wood samples considered together:
Rq = (2.69 X 10"®) (pCp)“°*^^ (g)-0'30
X (K)"1'55 (IV-32a)
for the nylon, vinyl, and cotton cloths, the filter papers
and nylon carpeting:
R^ = (3.32 X 10"9)(pCp)"l'0 (s*)0'09® (g)-0.825
X (K)"1'9® ClV-32b)
It was found that the wood data and the fabric, carpet
and paper data gave good correlations with only the slope, s*.
The exponents obtained for s* were about 2.5 for both the 
above sets of data. Therefore, it would seem possible to 
correlate burning rate data with ignition data alone. When
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all the data (i.e., woods, fabrics, carpeting and paper) were 
collapsed into one correlation, the t-test described in Appen­
dix C was applied to the correlating variables (pc^, 6 , s * , 
and k) and the value of t was found to be less than 2 for all 
the correlating variables except s*. Hence, the general cor­
relation considering all 87 samples became:
= 2.12 (s*)"2'44 (IV-32c)
The units in Equations IV-32 are cm/sec for R^, gm/cm^ for p,
2 1/2 2 cal/gm-°C for c^, cal/cm -sec ' for s*, cm for 6 , and cm /sec
for K . Equations IV-32 are plotted in Figures IV-11 through
IV-13, as experimental R^ versus calculated R^. The dashed
lines on each figure are the 95 percent confidence limits.
The correlation coefficient is also shown on each of these
figures.
The above results would seem to substantiate the 
original assumption that was made at the outset; that the burn­
ing process could be related to the ignition process. Equa­
tions IV-32a and b do precisely this. It is instructive to 
examine Equations IV-32. Comparing Equations IV-32a and IV- 
32b, it can be seen that the power on the slope based on igni­
tion data appears in Equation IV-32a as negative and in Equa­
tion IV-32b as positive, while all other variables maintain 
the same sign on the exponent in the two equations. This 
result is a consequence of the regression analysis technique 
used. No functional form other than that given by Equation
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IV-28 was assumed y so that the exponents that were calculated 
were not restricted in any way.
From Equation IV-32c, it is seen that for a general­
ized correlation including all the materials used in this 
study, that only the slope, s*, or t^ which derives from 
the ignition measurements, is an important correlating param­
eter. The basic premise of this work, then, has been demon­
strated. The horizontal burning rate data for diverse thin 
materials obtained from burning samples in the MFMVSS 302 
Horizontal Burning Rate test can be correlated using the igni­
tion behavior of the material. These correlations can also 
be used to predict burning rates of new materials if ignition 
data are available.
As a final point, it is to be emphasized that the 
ignition data used throughout this study were obtained from 
one-sided ignitions. In reality, two-sided ignition (simul­
taneous irradiation from both sides) would probably be more 
applicable for burning rate correlations. Finally, it would 
be desirable to have retained energy, H^, as a function of 
ignition time since the retained energy is more pertinent than 
the absorbed energy, H^.
Other Correlation Attempts 
Although previous attempts to correlate the horizontal 
burning rate against the material weight per unit area for 
each class of materials were quite unsatisfactory (36), it
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might be instructive to demonstrate the adequacy of this corre­
lation, here. Both the data obtained previously (36) and the 
data obtained in this study will be employed in the following 
relationship;
= C w^^ (IV-33)
The same regression technique that was used in obtain­
ing Equations IV-32 was also employed in the calculation of 
the constant C and the power, a, on w^ for Equation IV-33.
All the wood samples were used to obtain a correlation. Equa­
tion IV-34a; all fabrics (nylon, vinyl, cotton), nylon carpet 
and filter paper were used to obtain a second correlation. 
Equation IV-34b; and then all 87 samples were used to obtain 
a third correlation. Equation IV-34c. These equations are:
For woods :
= (1.84 X  10 )^ w^ 0.80 (IV-34a)
For fabrics, etc.
R^ = (7.81 X 10"3) (IV-34b)
For all samples considered together:
R^ = (1.63 X  10"2) (IV-34c)
2
The units in Equations IV-34 are cm/sec for R^ and gm/cm for 
^o*
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Equations IV-34 are plotted in Figures IV-14 through 
IV-16 as experimental versus calculated R^. The dashed 
lines on each figure are the 95 percent confidence limits.
The correlation coefficients are shown on the figures.
Comparison of Figures IV-11 through IV-13 with Figures 
IV-14 through IV-16 reveals that indeed the correlational tech­
nique employing the ignition data does correlate the data much 
better than simply using the material weight. Although, for 
woods, either correlation yields approximately equivalent re­
sults, Equation IV-32b predicts R^ much better than Equation 
IV-34b for the fabrics, carpets, and paper, and Equation IV- 
32c has a very marked improvement over Equation IV-34c in 
predicting burning rates over a very wide range of materials.
Equations IV-32a and IV-32b have been used to predict 
R^ from the values of s*, pc^, k , and 5 for the six balsa 
samples and three nylon fabric samples listed in Table IV-1.
The predicted values of R^ are listed in Column 6 and the 
experimental values in Column 7 of Table IV-4. It can be seen 
that agreement between the calculated value and the predicted 
value is quite close for woods and within a factor of two for 
the nylons. If one examines Figure IV-12, it can be seen 
that the confidence limits indicate that the burning rate can 
be predicted within a factor of two of the true value. Hence, 
the predicted values in Table IV-3 are well within these 
limits.
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TABLE IV-4
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED BURNING RATES FOR SELECTED MATERIALS
Sample 9 / ^ 3
Slope ./2 
cal/cm2-sec '
K X 103 
cm2/sec
6
cm
Rq calc Rq exper 
cm/sec cm/sec 
bv Eas.IV-32 fa.b)
1/32" Balsa
Bl/32-1 0.0432 1.445 2.72 0.1016 0.647 0.642
Bl/32-2 0.0432 1.430 2.72 0.1008 0.656 0.580
Bl/32-3 0.0456 1.470 2.65 0.1006 0.628 0.672
Bl/32-4 0.0398 1.400 2.83 0.1001 0.684 0.632
Bl/32-5 0.0337 1. 330 3.08 0.1006 0.741 0.799
Bl/32-6 0.0396 1.400 2.68 0.1006 0.684 0.730
Nylon
N-2 0.195 3.95 1.44 0.066 0.088 0.068
N-3 0.164 4.85 1.48 0.086 0.081 0.082
N— 6 0.163 4.15 1.48 0.0915 0.076 0.0453
00
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It would appear, therefore, that Equations IV-32a and 
IV-32b can be used to predict the horizontal burning rate for 
a thin material which is subjected to the MFMVSS 302 horizon­
tal burning rate test from data on ignition, density, heat 
capacity, thermal diffusivity and thickness of the material. 
Care should be exercised in extrapolating these results beyond 
the range of values of physical and thermal properties used 
here.
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY
In recapitulation/ the following points should be
restated;
1. It has been successfully demonstrated that the horizontal 
burning rate of a thin material is related to the igni­
tion characteristics of the material in a fundamental way.
2. It has been shown that Equations IV-32a - IV-32c can be
used to predict the horizontal burning rate of a material 
within a factor of two for materials with physical and 
thermal properties within the range of values of those 
used in the development of the equations.
3. This study has demonstrated that the following variables 
(there may be others) affect the burning process: the
product or s*, which is derived from ignition data,
the thermal diffusivity, the density, the heat capacity, 
the thickness, and the ignition temperature.
4. Caution should be exercised in applying Equations IV-32
to new situations. They were developed based on burning
rate data obtained by use of the MFMVSS 302 horizontal
burning rate test, and are not necessarily applicable to
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other test procedures. However, the development leading 
up to Equations IV-32 should be applicable to results 
from other test methods; what is required is the deter­
mination of the appropriate calibration constant.
For some classes of materials, such as nylons and vinyls, 
the variation in the measured burning rates was no better 
than a factor of 2; in these cases. Equation IV-32 appears 
to be as reliable for predictions as the measured values. 
The correlation of the burning rate in terms of ignition 
data could probably be improved by using retained energy, 
H^, and two-sided ignition measurements, over the present 
technique of employing absorbed energy, H^, based on one­
sided ignitions.
NOMENCLATURE
A area
2cm
A,a constant dimensionless
B,b constant dimensionless
C,c constant dimensionless
S calibration constant from
Equation 11-39 om/sec^/^
heat capacity cal/gm-°C
D flame depth cm
d constant dimensionless
<^ 0 initial fuel thickness cm
e constant dimensionless
e exponential dimensionless
erf error function dimensionless
erfc complimentary error function dimensionless
F
2
Froude number (Kt/L ) dimensionless
f mathematical function dimensionless
incident irradiance cal/cm^-sec
H heat of combustion cal/gm
%a absorbed energy flux (aH^) cal/cm^-sec
retained energy cal/cm^-sec
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h heat content of fuel cal/gm
2
h surface heat transfer coefficient cal/cm -sec-°C
h^ height of fuel bed cm
> 2 
I heat flux vector cal/cm -sec
2
spatial scalar heat fluxes cal/cm -sec
2
heat flux at ignition cal/cm -sec
2
Ip propagating heat flux cal/cm -sec
ierfc integral of the complimentary
error function dimensionless
k thermal conductivity of solid cal/cm-sec-°C
k^ thermal conductivity of gas cal/cm-sec-°C
L flame height cm
M moisture content of wood dimensionless
Q net heat absorbed per unit mass cal/gm
heat of preignition cal/gm
Q volumetric heat flux per unit
area cal-cm^/cm^
Q. volumetric heat flux/area at
3 2ignition cal-cm /cm
R flame propagation rate cm/sec
horizontal burning rate cm/sec
s* slope of the versus 1/H^ line
(t^ < 10 sec) cal/cm^-sec^/^
T temperature
Tp flame temperature (assumed =
982°C) °C
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arbitrary ignition temperature of
solid as derived from thermal 
gravimetric analysis °C
T .
ig
integrated average temperature of
the sample at ignition °C
ambient temperature {assumed = 25°C) °C
surface temperature °C
t time sec
ti'tig ignition time sec
Vf'Vg volume of fuel and gas
respectively cm^
W weight of fuel burned gm
w fuel loading gm/cm^
width of fuel bed cm
% weight per unit area of solid gm/cm?
x,y,z spatial distance cm
Greek Letters
a thermal conductivity cal/cm-sec-°C
a integrated average absorptance
factor dimensionless
6 thickness of solid samples cm
e effective heating number dimensionless
K thermal diffusivity of solid 2 , cm /sec
P density of solid gm/cm^
Pf'Pg density of fuel and gas,
respectively gm/cm^
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w
be
a
a
w
density of water at 20°C 
bulk density
gm/cm'
gm/cm'
particle surface to volume ratio cm-1
standard deviation
dimensionless variable 
dimensionless temperature 
burning time 
wind coefficient 
slope coefficient
dimensions of number 
for which calculated 
dimensionless 
dimensionless 
sec
dimensionless
dimensionless
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APPENDIX A
TABLES OF DATA
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TABLE A-1 
DATA
Material Sample
No.
Density
g/cm^
Thickness
cm
Weight Experimental Burning Average 
Area Rate (R^) Burning Rate
g/cm^ inches/minute cm/sec
I . Nylon Fabrics
Sea blue N-1 0.447 0.079 0.0353 1.37 1.61 1.58 0.0644
Dark blue N-2 0.530 0.066 0.0350 1.51 1.58 1.58 —
Beige N-3 0.448 0.086 0.0387 2.26 1.84 1.70 --
Black N-4 0.407 0.099 0.0404 2.41 2.48 2.62 0.1060
Gray on black N-5 0.375 0.102 0.0383 1.14 1.04 1.06 0.0457
Blue on blue N-6 0.447 0.0915 0.0409 1.07 1.06 1.07 —
Blue/green N-7 0.357 0.113 0.0404 1.10 1.13 1.01 0.0457
Smooth maroon N -8 0.607 0.061 0.0370 1.32 0.73 1.04 0.0436
Smooth It. blue N-9 0.531 0.074 0.0393 1.36 1.33 1.58 0.0601
Smooth black N-10 0.540 0.064 0.0346 1.08 1.11 1.18 0.0474
Smooth beige N-11 0.573 0.071 0.0407 1.17 1.04 1.01 0.0453
Smooth pat. beige N-12 0.551 0.061 0.0356 1.21 1.12 1.22 0.0500
Blue w/ metal N-13 0.391 0.119 0.0465 1.93 2.18 2.11 0.0876
Beige w/ metal N-14 0.408 0.114 0.0465 1.94 1.86 1.95 0.0813
II. Vinyl Fabrics
Black w/ dents V-1 0.700 0.142 0.0994 2.27 2.07 2.05 0.0902
Red w/ dents V-2 0.668 0.130 0.0868 3.68 3.42 3.39 0.1482
Beige w/ dents V-3 0.680 0.142 0.0966 2.81 2.54 2.38 0.1092
Beige w/ perf. V-4 0.828 0.122 0.1011 2.08 2.00 1.90 0.0843
Black w/ perf. V-5 0.782 0.119 0.0929 4.19 4.53 4.10 0.1808
Red (cockle) V-6 0 . 880 0.076 0.0668 2.71 3.81 3.78 0.1452
Black V-7 0. 884 0.089 0.0787 3.14 3.16 —  — 0.1334
Beige V-8 0.871 0.058 0.0505 4.14 4.00 4.77 0.1820
Med. blue V-9 0.836 0.084 0.0702 2.50 3.33 —  — 0.1230
o
TABLE A-1— Continued
Material Sample
No.
Density
g/cm3
Thickness
cm
Weight
Area
g/cm^
Experimental Burning 
Rate (Rq ) 
inche s/minute
Average 
Burning Rate 
cm/sec
Dark blue V-10 0.887 0.086 0.0763 2.71 —— —— 0.1143
Metallic blue V-11 0.797 0.074 0.0590 4.20 4.55 0.1854
Light blue V-12 0.807 0.058 0.0468 4.03 —  — 0.1706
Red (cockle) V-13 0.903 0.071 0.0641 See Table 0.1550
Gray V-15 1.05 0.051 0.0536 See Table 0.256
III. Cotton Cloth
Thread count;
48 X 28 CT-1 0.535 0.066 0.0353 See Table 0.155
48 X  40 CT-3 0.561 0.046 0.0258 4.54 5.13 4.56 0.204
48 X  44 CT-4 0.558 0.043 0.0241 5.55 5.13 5.00 0.223 o
48 X  50 CT-5 0.529 0.041 0.0217 6.14 5.81 6.10 0.262
48 X  56 CT-6 0.564 0.036 0.0203 5.65 6.29 5.81 5 .59 0.249
48 X  60 CT-7 0.536 0.036 0.0193 5.70 5.92 5.84 0.264
IV. Filter Paper
Whatman #1 FP-1 0.460 0. 020 0.0092 See Table 0.361
Whatman #3 FP-2 0.463 0.038 0.01763 6.52 6.45 6.32 6.52 6.45 0.273
Whatman #4 FP-3 0.460 0.020 0.0092 6.85 7.25 6.66 6.75 7.35 0.294
Whatman #6 FP-4 0.576 0.0178 0.0102 8.82 8.10 7.69 8.95 8.11 0.358
Whatman #40 FP-5 0.470 0.020 0.0095 9.09 7.70 8.93 7.70 7.94 0.350
Whatman #54 FP-6 0.496 0.0178 0.0088 10.71 10.53 10.71 JD. 00 10.53 0.444
Whatman #115 FP-7 0.735 0.0102 0.0075 11.76 11.54 11.32 U . 54 11.32 0.487
V. Nylon Carpeting
Blue carpet C-1 0.174 0.394 0.0685 0.54 0.40 0.63 0.0224
Brown carpet C-3 0.211 . 0.343 0.0726 0.34 0.45 0.017
Black carpet C-4 0.230 0.442 0.1017 0.55 0.34 0.019
Dark ginger carpet C-6 0.188 0.338 0.0638 0.73 0.48 0.49 0.020
TABLE A-1— Continued
Material Sample
No.
Density
g/cm3
Thickness
cm
Weight
Area
g/cm2
Experimental Burning 
Rate (Rq ) 
inches/minute
Average 
Burning Rate 
cm/sec
Black carpet C-1 0.208 0.318 0.0661 —— 0.42 — 0.018
Dark turquoise opt C-8 0.268 0.394 0.1055 0.52 0.52 0.022
Med. nugget carpet C-9 0.182 0.467 0.0617 0.57 0.55 0.48 0.029
V I . Woods
A. Balsa
3/32" B3/32-1 0.197 0.239 0.0471 5.587 0.2365
B3/32-2 0.174 0.238 0.0415 5.917 0.2505
B3/32-3 0.139 0.2385 0.0332 7.143 0.3024
B3/32-4 0.132 0.2384 0.0314 7.194 0.3046
B3/32-5 0.126 0.239 0.0300 7.752 0.3282
B3/32-6 0.1193 0.239 0.0285 7.752 0.3282
B3/32-7 0.1319 0.240 0.0319 8.000 0.3390
B3/32-8 0.130 0.239 0.0310 6.803 0.288
B3/32-9 0.1856 0.236 0.0438 5.814 0.246
B3/32-10 0.2045 0.237 0.0485 4.608 0.195
B3/32-11 0.2111 0.236 0.0498 4.762 0.202
B3/32-12 0.1882 0.2365 0.0445 5.128 0.217
1/16" Bl/16-1 0.170 0.1621 0.0275 7.143 0.3024
Bl/16-2 0.145 0.162 0.0235 7.752 0.3282
Bl/16-3 0.100 0.1626 0.0163 12.500 0.5292
Bl/16-4 0.0994 0.162 0.0161 10.101 0.4276
Bl/16-5 0.1055 0.1615 0.0170 11.236 0.4757
Bl/16-6 0.104 0.162 0.01685 10.989 0.4652
Bl/16-7 0.1686 0.147 0.0248 7.752 0.328
Bl/16-8 0.1503 0.149 0.0224 7.937 0.336
Bl/16-9 0.1823 0.147 0.0268 7.143 0.302
Bl/16-10 0.1821 0.147 0.0267 7.463 0.316
Bl/16-11 0.1783 0.149 0.0266 7.194 0.305
Bl/16-12 0.1852 0.1475 0.0273 7.519 0.318
o
w
TABLE A-1— Continued
Material Sample 
N o .
Density
g/cm 3
Thickness
cm
Weight
Area
g/cm2
Experimental Burning 
Rate ( R q ) 
inches/minute
Average 
Burning Rate 
cm/sec
B. Redgiom G—1 0.390 0.152 0.0592 4.464 0.1890
G-2 0. 381 0.1902 0.0726 5.025 0.2128
G— 3 0.383 0.176 0.0674 6.173 0.2613
G-4 0.374 0.188 0.0704 3.972 0.1660
G-5 0.378 0.2065 0.0780 3.937 0.1667
G— 6 0.371 0.1695 0.0629 4.425 0.1873
C. Ash A-1 0.591 0 344 0.2033 1.361 0.0576
A-2 0.597 0.245 0.1462 1.424 0.0603
A-3 0.581 0.2495 0.1450 2.193 0.0928
A-4 0.590 0.281 0.1657 1.414 0.0599
A-5 0.577 0.296 0.1708 1.721 0.0729
A— 6 0.570 0.244 0.1392 1.645 0.0696
D. Oak 0-1 0.648 0.269 0.1744 1.326 0.0562
0-2 0.711 0.270 0.1919 1.486 0.0629
0-3 0.720 0.2455 0.1767 1.350 0.0571
0-4 0.655 0.281 0.1841 2.358 0.0998
0-5 0.700 0.2445 0.1706 2.336 0.0989
0—6 0.677 0.2405 0.1628 2.257 0.0956
M
o
E. Balsa 
1/32" Bl/32-1 0.127 0.1016 0.0129 15.152 0.6415
Bl/32-2 0.127 0.1008 0.0128 13.699 0.580
Bl/32-3 0.134 0.1006 0.0135 15.873 0.672
Bl/32-4 0.1173 0.1001 0.01174 14.925 0.6319
Bl/32-5 0.0994 0.1006 0.0100 18.868 0.7988
Bl/32-6 0.1164 0.1006 0.0117 17.241 0.730
TABLE A-1— Continued
Weight Experimental Burning Average
Material Sample Density Thickness Area Rate ( R q ) Burning Rate
No. g/cm3 cm g / c m 2 inches/minute cm/sec
#1 Whatman F-1 0.460 0.020 0.0092 8.20 8.62 8.47 9.26
Filter paper 8.47 8.62 8.93 8.93
8.77 8.47 8.40 9.01
8.33 9.26 8.48 8.40
8.33 8.33 9.26 8.06
8.06 7.94 8.00 8.00
8.07 8.48 9.09 8.62
Two sheets F-1 0.460 0.020 0.0092 5.27 5.22 5.31 6.32
#1 Whatman 5.89 5.77 5.13 4.96
Filter paper 5.13 4.62 4.58 5.18
4.69 5.13 5.31 5.18
4.48 4.80 4.77 5.56
4.69 4.77 5.05 5.18
4.32 5.66 6.25 5.09
5.83 5.61
Vinyl fabric V-13 0.903 0.071 0.0641 3.75 4.19 3.82 4.33
3.98 4.10 3.27 3.64
3.89 3.68 3.66 3.64
3.91 2.40 3.73 3.94
3.92 3.83 3.23 3.58
3.63 3.23 4.08 3.97
3.73 2.72 3.33 3.56
3.74 3.69
Vinyl fabric V-15 1.05 0.051 0.0536 5.36 5.71 5.77 6.19
5.66 6.00 6.00 6.59
6.19 5.41 6.67 6.59
6.00 6.25 6.00 6.59
6.06 5.56 7.06 5.41
0.361
0.220
o
in
0.1550
0.256
TABLE A-1— Continued
Weight
Material Sample Density Thickness Area
No. g/cm3 cm g/cm^
Experimental Burning 
Rate (Rq ) 
inches/minute
Average 
Burning Rate 
cm/sec
Cotton fabric CT-1 
parallel to 
warp
0.535 0 . 066 0.0353
Nylon fabric N-25 0.494 0.0686 0.0339
Nylon fabric N-27 0.528 0.0508 0.0268
2.68 2.57 2.86 2.68
3.09 2.92 2.89 2.52
2.54 3.07 3.15 3.05
2.84 3.52 3.07 3.01
2.82 3.18 2.69 3.39
3.23 3.20 3.45 3.27
2.68 3.28 2.81 3.35
3.51 2.92 2.88 3.07
3.01 3.52
2.66 2.18 2.76 2.56
2.64 2.53 2.58 2.51
2.39 2.57 2.67 2.57
2.49 2.33 2.54 2.64
2.49 2.51 2.58 2.56
2.49 2.56 2.60 2.55
2.65 2.60 2.51 2.72
2.49 2.53
3.39 3.20 4.44 8.00
9.33 2.80 4.00 2.97
5.45 3.33 1.58 2.78
3.17 3.24 3.01 4.15
2.02 1.52 1.36 3.65
1.89 3.29 4.64 3.02
3.00 2.97 2.31 2.56
1.62 3.76 1.93 2.65
4.09 6.67 2.23
0.155
0.108 O
cn
0.145
TABLE A-2
PHYSICAL AND THERMAL PROPERTY DATA USED TO CALCULATE EQUATIONS IV-32
Material Thick­
ness 
Sample 6
N o . cm
Weight
Area
g/cm2
Density
P
g/cm^
Heat
Capacity
c
cal/g-°C
Thermal 
Conduc.
kxlO^
cal
cm-s-°C
Thermal
Diffus*
KXlO
cm2/sec
Slope
s
cal
cm2-sec^/^
Burning
Rate
cm/sec
I. Nylon Fabrics
II
N-1 0.079 0.0353 0.447 0.40
N-4 0.099 0.0404 0.407 0.40
N-5 0.102 0.0383 0.375 0.40
N-7 0.113 0.0404 0.357 0.40
N-8 0.061 0.0370 0.607 0.40
N-9 0.074 0.0393 0.531 0.40
N-10 0.064 0.0346 0.540 0.40
N-11 0.071 0.0407 0.573 0.40
N-12 0.061 0.0356 0.551 0.40
N-13 0.119 0.0465 0.391 0.40
N-14 0.114 0.0465 0.408 0.40
[. Vinyl. Fabrics
V-1 0.142 0.0994 0.700 0.40
V-2 0.130 0.0868 0.668 0.40
V-3 0.142 0.0966 0.680 0.40
V-4 0.122 0.1011 0.828 0.40
V-5 0.119 0.0929 0.782 0.40
V-6 0.076 0.0668 0.880 0.40
V-7 0.089 0.0787 0.884 0.40
V-8 0.058 0.0505 0.871 0.40
V-9 0.084 0.0702 0.836 0.40
V-10 0.086 0.0763 0.887 0.40
V-11 0.074 0.0590 0.797 0.40
V-12 0.058 0.0468 0.807 0.40
V-13 0.071 0.0641 0.903 0.40
V-15 0.051 0.0536 1.05 0.40
2.575
2.42
2.30 
2.18
3.31 
2.98 
3.03 
3.22 
3.08 
2.35
2.43
1.92
1.875
1.89
2.17
2.08
2.29
2.29
2.235
2.235
2.29 
2.11 
2.125 
2.325 
2.67
1.46
1.49
1.51 
1.53
1.38 
1.41 
1.40
1.39
1.40
1.51 
1.48
0.696
0.700
0.695
0.662
0.667
0.651
0.651
0.654
0.654
0.651
0.700
0.664
0.646
0.636
4.45
4.45
4.45 
3.33 
4.27
4.05
3.90 
4 .70
3.90
4.05 
5.00
2.83
3.75
2.33
3.37
2.83
4.37
3.75
3.47 
4.15
3.47
3.75
3.33 
3.90 
3.30
0.0644
0.1060
0.0457
0.0457
0.0436
0.0601
0.0474
0.0453
0.0500
0.0876
0.0813
0.0902
0.1482
0.1092
0.0843
0.1808
0.1452
0.1334
0.1820
0.1230
0.1143
0.1854
0.1706
0.1550
0.2560
o
TABLE A-2
PHYSICAL AND THERMAL PROPERTY DATA USED TO CALCULATE EQUATIONS IV-32
Material Thick­
ness 
Sample 6
N o . cm
Weight
Area
g/cm2
Density
P
g/cm^
Heat
Capacity
c
cal/g-°C
Thermal 
Conduc.
kxlO
cal
cm-s-°C
Thermal
Diffus.
KXlO^
cm2/sec
Slope
s
cal
cm2-sec^/^
Burning
Rate
cm/sec
I. Nylon Fabrics
N-i 0.079 0.0353 0.447 0.40
N-4 0.099 0.0404 0.407 0.40
N-5 0.102 0.0383 0.375 0.40
N-7 0.113 0.0404 0.357 0.40
N-8 0.061 0.0370 0.607 0.40
N-9 0.074 0.0393 0.531 0.40
N-10 0.064 0.0346 0.540 0.40
N-11 0.071 0.0407 0.573 0.40
N-12 0.061 0.0356 0.551 0.40
N-13 0.119 0.0465 0.391 0.40
N-14 0.114 0.0465 0.408 0.40
:. Vinyl. Fabrics
V-1 0.142 0.0994 0.700 0.40
V-2 0.130 0.0868 0.668 0.40
V-3 0.142 0.0966 0.680 0.40
V-4 0.122 0.1011 0.828 0.40
V-5 0.119 0.0929 0.782 0.40
V-6 0.076 0.0668 0.880 0.40
V-7 0.089 0.0787 0.884 0.40
V-8 0.058 0.0505 0.871 0.40
V-9 0.084 0.0702 0.836 0.40
V-10 0.086 0.0763 0.887 0.40
V-11 0.074 0.0590 0.797 0.40
V-12 0.058 0.0468 0.807 0.40
V-13 0.071 0.0641 0.903 0.40
V-15 0.051 0.0536 1.05 0.40
2.575
2.42
2.30 
2.18
3.31 
2.98 
3.03 
3.22 
3.08 
2.35
2.43
1.92
1.875
1.89
2.17
2.08
2.29
2.29
2.235
2.235
2.29 
2.11 
2.125 
2.325 
2.67
1.46
1.49
1.51 
1.53
1.38 
1.41 
1.40
1.39
1.40
1.51 
1.48
0.696
0.700
0.695
0.662
0.667
0.651
0.651
0.654
0.654
0.651
0.700
0.664
0.646
0.636
4.45
4.45
4.45 
3.33 
4.27
4,
3,
4
3,
4,
05
90
70
90
05
5.00
2.83
3.75
2.33
3.37
2.83
4.37
3.75
3.47 
4.15
3.47
3.75
3.33 
3.90 
3.30
0.0644
0.1060
0.0457
0.0457
0.0436
0.0601
0.0474
0.0453
0.0500
0.0876
0.0813
0.0902
0.1482
0.1092
0.0843
0.1808
0.1452
0.1334
0.1820
0.1230
0.1143
0.1854
0.1706
0.1550
0.2560
O
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TABLE A-2— Continued
Material Thick­ Weight Density Heat Thermal Thermal Slope Burning
ness Area Capacity Conduc. Diffus. Rate
Sample 6 "o
P
Cp kxlO^ KXlO^
s
Bo
N o . cm g/cm? g/cm^ cal/g-°C cal cm^/sec cal cm/seccm-s-°C cm^-seci/z
III. Cotton Fabrics
CT-1 0.066 0.0353 0.535 0.34 1.75 0.953 3.37 0.155
CT-3 0.046 0.0258 0.561 0.34 1.79 0.940 2.83 0.204
CT-4 0.043 0.0241 0.558 0.34 1.79 0.940 2.90 0.223
CT-5 0.041 0.0217 0.529 0.34 1.76 0.941 3.08 0.262
CT-6 0.036 0.0203 0.564 0.34 1.79 0.940 2.72 0.249
CT-7 0.036 0.0193 0.536 0.34 1.79 0.940 2.50 0.264
IV. Filter Papers
FP-1 0.020 0.0092 0.460 0.34 1.586 1.06 1.97 0.361
FP-2 0.038 0.01763 0.463 0.34 1.694 1.06 2.86 0.273
Fp-3 0.020 0.0092 0.460 0.34 1.586 1.06 2.13 0.294
FP-4 0.0178 0.0102 0.576 0.34 2.054 1.06 2.22 0.358
FP-5 0.020 0.0095 0.470 0.34 1.694 1.06 2.47 0.350
FP-6 0.0178 0.0088 0.496 0.34 1.766 1.06 2.07 0.444
FP-7 0.0102 0.0075 0.735 0.34 2.667 1.06 2.22 0.487
V. Nylon Carpets
C-1 0.394 0.0685 0.174 0.40 1.35 1.94 5.71 0.0224
C-3 0.343 0.0726 0.211 0.40 1.525 1.81 3.33 0.017
C-4 0.442 0.1017 0.230 0.40 1.60 1.75 5.71 0.019
C-6 0.338 0.0638 0.188 0.40 1.425 1.90 6.25 0.020
C-1 0t 318 0.0661 0.208 0.40 1.525 1.83 5.00 0.018
C-8 0.394 0.1055 0.268 0.40 1.80 1.68 3.42 0.022
C-9 0.467 0.0617 0.132 0.40 1.40 1.90 6.00 0.029
o
00
TABLE A-2— Continued
Material Thick­
ness
6Sample 
No • cm
Weight
Area
g/cm'
Density
P
3
g/cm
Heat
Capacity
cal/g-°C
Thermal 
Conduc.
kxlO*
cal
cm-s-°C
Thermal
Diffus.
KXlO^
2
cm /sec
Slone
cal
cm 2-seci/2
Burning 
Rate 
Ro 
cm/sec
VI. Woods
A. Balsa, 3/32"
B3/32-1 
B3/32-2 
B3/32-3 
B3/32-4 
B3/32-5 
B3/32-6 
B3/32-7 
B3/32-8 
B3/32-9 
B3/32-10 
B3/32-11 
B3/32-12
'Balsa, 1/16"
0.239 0.0471 0.197 0.34 1.51 2.25 2.61
0.238 0.0415 0.174 0.34 1.40 2.37 2.50
0.2385 0.0332 0.139 0.34 1.23 2.60 2.32
0.2384 0.0314 0.132 0.34 1.20 2.67 2.29
0.239 0.0300 0.126 0.34 1.17 2.73 2.25
0.239 0.0285 0.1193 0.34 1.14 2.81 2.21
0.240 0.0319 0.1319 0.34 1.20 2.68 2.28
0.239 0.0310 0.130 0.34 1.19 2.69 2.28
0.236 0.0438 0.1856 0. 34 1.46 2.31 2.55
0.237 0.0485 0.2045 0.34 1.55 2.23 2.63
0.236 0.0498 0.2111 0.34 1.58 2.20 2.66
0.2365 0.0445 0.1882 0.34 1.47 2.30 2.55
Bl/16-1
Bl/16-2
Bl/16-3
Bl/16-4
Bl/16-5
Bl/16-6
Bl/16-7
Bl/16-8
Bl/16-9
Bl/16-10
Bl/16-11
Bl/16-12
0.1621
0.162
0.1626
0.162
0.1615
0.162
0.147
0.149
0.147
0.147
0.149
0.1475
0.0275 0.170 0.34
0.0235 0.145 0.34
0.0163 0.100 0.34
0.0161 0.0994 0.34
0.0170 0.1055 0.34
0.01685 0.104 0.34
0.0248 0.1686 0.34
0.0224 0.1503 0.34
0.0268 0.1823 0.34
0.0267 0.1821 0.34
0.0266 0.1783 0.34
0.0273 0.1852 0.34
1.38
1.26
1.05
1.04
1.07
1.07 
1.37 
1.29
1.44
1.44 
1.42
1.45
2.39 
2.56 
3.09 
3.08 
2.98 
3.03
2.39 
2.52
2.32
2.33
2.34 
2.30
1.94
2.02
1.79
1.79 
1.82 
1.82 
2.02 
1.96 
2.08 
2.08 
2.08 
2.08
0.236
0.251
0.302
0.305
0.328
0.328
0.339
0.288
0.246
0.195
0.202
0.217
0.302
0.328
0.529
0.428
0.476
0.465
0.328
0.336
0.302
0.316
0.305
0.318
O
VD
TABLE A-2— Continued
Material
Sample
No.
Thick­
ness
ô
cm
Weight
Area
>  2g/cm
Density
P
3
g/cm
Heat
Capacity
cal/g-°C
Thermal 
Conduc. 
kxlO* 
cal
Thermal
Diffus-
KXlO^
2 , cm /sec
Slope
s
cal
Burning
Rate
%o
cm/seccm-s-°C cm2-secl/2
B . Redgum
G-1 0.152 0.0592 0.390 0.34 2.43 1.83 2.63 0.189
G-2 0.1902 0.0726 0.381 0.34 2.39 1.84 2.90 0.213
G-3 0.176 0.0674 0.383 0.34 2.40 1.84 2.81 0.261
G-4 0.188 0.0704 0.374 0.34 2.36 1.86 2.87 0.166
G-5 0.2065 0.0780 0.378 0.34 2.73 1.84 2.98 0.167
G—6 0.1695 0.0629 0.371 0.34 2.34 1.86 2.74 0.187
C. Ash
A-1 0.344 0.2033 0.591 0.34 3.39 1.69 4.10 0.0576
A-2 0.245 0.1462 0.597 0.34 3.42 1.68 3.87 0.0603
A-3 0.2495 0.1450 0.581 0.34 3.35 1.70 3.85 0.0928
A-4 0.281 0.1657 0.590 0.34 3.39 1.69 3.96 0.0599
A-5 0.296 0.1708 0.577 0.34 3.33 1.70 3.96 0.0729
A-6 0.244 0.1392 0.570 0.34 3.29 1.70 3.81 0.0696
D. Oak
0-1 0.269 0.1744 0.648 0.34 3.67 1.67 3.54 0.0562
0-2 0.270 0.1919 0.711 0.34 3.97 1.64 3.66 0.0629
0-3 0.2455 0.1767 0.720 0.34 4.01 1.64 3.60 0.0571
0-4 0.281 0.1841 0.655 0.34 3.70 1.66 3.58 0.0998
0-5 0.2445 0.1706 0.700 0.34 3.91 1.64 3.56 0.0989
0—6 0.2405 0.1628 0.677 0.34 3.80 1.65 3.50 0.0956
M
TABLE A-3
BURNING RATE CALCULATIONS, SLIEPCEVICH MODEL (36)
Material slope (s) Ro t* Ha* R /t*" R /t^
Sample No.
2
g/cm cal/cm^-sec cm/sec sec
2
cal/cm -sec o o ave
Nylon
N-1
N-4
N-5
N-7
N-8
N-9
N-10
N-11
N-12
N-13
N-14
Vinyl
V-1
V-2
V-3
V-4
V-5
V-6
V-7
V-8
V-9
V-10
V-11
V-12
V-13
V-15
0.0353
0.0404
0.0383
0.0404
0.0370
0.0393
0.0346
0.0407
0.0356
0.0465
0.0465
0.0994
0.0868
0.0966
0.1011
0.0929
0.0668
0.0787
0.0505
0.0702
0.0763
0.0590
0.0468
0.0641
0.0536
4.45
4.45
4.45 
3.33 
4.27
4.05
3.90 
4.70
3.90
4.05 
5.00
2.83
3.75
2.33
3.37
2.83
4.37
3.75
3.47 
4.15
3.47
3.75
3.33 
3.90 
3.30
0.0644 0.63 5.54
0.1060 0.36 7.42
0.0457 1.01 4.14
0.0457 1.35 2.87
0.0436 1.20 3.84
0.0601 0.81 4.44
0.0474 1.00 3.99
0.0453 1.07 4.54
0.0500 0.91 4.19
0.0876 0.54 5.46
0.0813 0.52 6.91
0.0902 0.86 3.10
0.1482 0.32 7.07
0.1092 0.69 2.83
0.0843 0.88 3.55
0.1808 0.27 5.50
0.1452 0.28 8.31
0.1334 0.37 6.60
0,1820 0.18 8.47
0.1230 0.39 6.64
0.1143 0.48 5.25
0.1854 0.19 9.13
0.1706 0.22 7.18
0.1550 0.27 7.53
0.256 0.11 10.14
0.0511
0.0636
0.0460
0.0531
0.0477
0.0541
0.0475
0.0468
0.0477
0.0640
0,0589
0.0837
0.0839
0.0907
0.0791
0.0940
0.0775
0.0808
0.0783
0.0768
0.0792
0.0812
0.0792
0.0803
0.0896
Average = 
0.0527
Average = 
0.0824
TABLE A-3— Continued
Material wo ,
Sample No. g/cm''
Slope (s) 
cal/cm^-sec^/^
%o 
cm/sec
t* H3 *
2sec cal/cm -sec
R Æ *  o
Cottons
CT-1 0.0353 3.37 0.155 0.24 6.87 0.0686
CT-3 0.0258 2.83 0.204 0.12 8.19 0.0724
CT-4 0.0241 2.90 0.223 0.10 8.78 0.0724
CT-5 0.0217 3.08 0.262 0.08 11.16 0.0724
CT-6 0.0203 2.72 0.249 0.08 9.77 0.0711
CT-7 0.0193 2.50 0.264 0.09 8.20 0.0745
Filter Paper
FP-1 0.0092 1.97 0.361 0.0375 10.12 0.0699
FP-2 0.01763 2.86 0.273 0.0665 11.09 0.0704
FP-3 0.0092 2.13 0.294 0.0480 9.73 0.0644
FP-4 0.0102 2.22 0.358 0.0395 11.17 0.0702
FP-5 0.0095 2.47 0.350 0.0355 13.10 0.0658
FP-6 0.0088 2.07 0.444 O.O26O 13.08 0.0716
FP-7 0.0075 2.22 0.487 0.0205 15.58 0.0697
Carpet
C-1 0.0685 5.71 0.0224 3.15 3.22 0.0398
C-3 0.0726 3.33 0.017 7.20 1.24 0.0456
C-4 0.1017 5.71 0.019 5.33 2.47 0.0439
C-6 0.0638 6.25 0.020 3.05 3.58 0.0350
C-1 0.0661 5.00 0.018 4.38 2.39 0.0376
C-8 0.1055 3.42 0.022 6.65 1.33 0.0568
C-9 0.0617 6.00 0.029 2.71 3.64 0.0478
Average = 
0.0720
Average = 
0.0689
Average = 
0.0438
TABLE A-3— Continued
Material '^ o 2
Slope (s)
%o
t* Ha* R /t* R /t*
Sample No. g/cm cal/cm^-sec^/^ cm/sec sec cal/cm^-sec o o ave
Wood - Balsa
B3/32-1 
B3/32-2 
B3/32-3 
B3/32-4 
B3/32-5 
B3/32-6 
B3/32-7 
B3/32-8 
B3/32-9 
B3/32-10 
B3/32-11 
B3/32-12
Bl/16-1 
Bl/16-2 
Bl/16-3 
Bl/16-4 
Bl/16-5 
Bl/16-6 
Bl/16-7 
Bl/16-8 
Bl/16-9 
Bl/16-10 
Bl/16-11 
Bl/16-12
0.0471 2.61 0.2365 0.213 4.82 0.109
0.0415 2.50 0.2505 0.188 4.92 0.1085
0.0332 2.32 0.3024 0.130 5.49 0.1091
0.0314 2.29 0.3046 0.1265 5.48 0.1084
0.0300 2.25 0.3282 0.111 5.76 0.1094
0.0285 2.21 0.3282 0.110 5.67 0.1087
0.0319 2.28 0.3390 0.107 5.96 0.1109
0.0310 2.28 0.288 0.1385 5.21 0.1072
0.0438 2.55 0.246 0.195 4.91 0.1086
0.0485 2.63 0.195 0.291 4.15 0.1052
0.0498 2.66 0.202 0.277 4.31 0.1063
0.0445 2.55 0.217 0.240 4.45 0.1063
0.0275 1.94 0.302 0.129 4.68 0.1086
0.0235 2.02 0.328 0.106 5.23 0.1067
0.0163 1.79 0.529 0.0446 7.10 0.1118
0.0161 1.79 0.428 0.0626 6.00 0.1069
0.0170 1.82 0.476 0.0535 6.62 0.1100
0.01685 1.82 0.465 0.0554 6.46 0.1095
0.0248 2.02 0.328 0.108 5.17 0.108
0.0224 1.96 0.336 0.101 5.19 0.1068
0.0268 2.08 0.302 0.126 4.90 0.1073
0.0267 2.08 0.316 0.117 5.08 0.1082
0.0266 2.08 0.305 0.124 4.94 0.1074
0.0273 2.08 0.318 0.117 5.12 0.1088
Average = 
0.108
Average = 
0.1085
TABLE A-3— Continued
Material 
Sample No. >  2g/cm
Slope
2
cal/cm -
(s)
secl/2
"o 
cm/sec
t*
sec
"a;
cal/cm -sec
R Æ *  o R /t* o ave
Wood - Ash Average =
A-1 0.2033 4.10 0.0576 2.39 2.65 0.0891 0.0884
A-2 0.1462 3.87 0.0603 1.96 2.76 0.0844
A-3 0.1450 3.85 0.0928 1.005 3.84 0.0930
A-4 0.1657 3.96 0.0599 2.08 2.75 0.0864
A-5 0.1708 3.96 0.0729 1.56 3.17 0.0909
A—6 0.1392 3.81 0.0696 1.55 3.06 0.0867
Wood - Gum Average =
G-1 0.0592 2.63 0.189 0.258 5.18 0.0960 0.0980
G-2 0.0726 2.90 0.213 0.222 6.15 0.1003
G-3 0.0674 2.81 0.261 0.1565 7.10 0.1033
G-4 0.0704 2.87 0.166 0.330 5.00 0.0954
G-5 0.0780 2.98 0.167 0.336 5.15 0.0966
G~6 0.0629 2.74 0.187 0.264 5.33 0.0963
Wood - Oak Average =
0-1 0.1744 3.54 0.0562 2.64 2.18 0.0913 0.0976
0-2 0.1919 3.66 0.0629 2.28 2.42 0.0950
0-3 0.1767 3.60 0.0571 2.58 2.24 0.0917
0-4 0.1841 3.58 0.0998 1.09 3.44 0.1040
0-5 0.1706 3.56 0.0989 1.07 3.44 0.1025
0—6 0.1628 3.50 0.0956 1.12 3.31 0.1011
M
TABLE A-4
IGNITION DATA FROM WESSON'S RESEARCH (39)
6
cm
P
g/cc Hi ^ig
KxlO^
cm/s^
a H.a =
Ha
H.a =
Ha
Ha
pl/3
Hr
pl/3
_ Hr  = 
H^-Cor.
Ash
2.54 0.686 0.36 465.0 1.473 0.765 0.825 0.275 0.297 0.330 0.357 0.122
p V 3 ,
0.60 120.0 0.458 0.495 0.550 0.594 0.334
1.06 23. 0 0.811 0.875 0.975 1.051 0.730
0.883 1.12 19.5 0.856 0.924 1.028 1.110 0.782
1.52 11.0 1.162 1.253 1.397 1.505 1.118
1.99 8.7 1.522 1.641 1.830 1.971 1.511
2.72 3.25 2.080 2.245 2.497 2.700 2.118
2.90 2.40 2.216 2.392 2.660 2.810 2.26 6
2.30 5.5 1.760 1.898 2.114 2.280 1.770
2.05 6.6 1.568 1.692 1.880 2.030 1.562
1.45 18.5 1.108 1.196 1.330 1.435 1.061
1.00 54.0 0.765 0.825 0.918 0.991 0.679
0.82 98.0 0.627 0.676 0.752 0.812 0.524
Oak
2.54 0.709 0.76 67.0 1.555 0 .773 0.810 0.587 0.615 0.657 0.688 0.460
1.01 29.0 0.780 0.817 0.873 0.915 0.670
1.50 14.0 1.159 1.213 1.297 1.360 1.078
0.893 2.06 4.4 1.592 1.668 1.785 1.868 1.538
2.56 2.0 1.977 2.073 2.210 2.320 1.946
2.60 2.5 2.007 2.104 2.250 2.360 1.977
2.85 2.2 2.200 2.305 2.465 2.575 2.180
2.20 3.50 * 1.700 1.781 1.905 1.997 1.651
2.00 6.0 1.546 1.620 1.730 1.515 1.490
1.42 26.0 1.097 1.150 1.228 1.289 1.013
0.51 512.0 0.394 0.413 0.441 0.462 0.246
1.15 418.0 0.888 0.931 0.995 1.042 0.787
in
TABLE A-4— Continued
6 p H. t. â î H.P H.a Hj, =
cm g/cc ^ ^9 cm/sT = H = H 1 7 3  1/3 H -Cor.
a a p p ' a
2.54
1.97
• benzene flames
0.624 0.80 78.0 1.398 0.766 0.825 0.613 0.660 0.716 0.771 0.507
1.01 28.0 0.774 0.833 0.904 0.972 0.687
1.50 6.5 1.150 1.238 1.343 1.445 1.103
0.856 2.22 2.6 1.700 1.831 1.985 2.140 1.701
2.68 1.6 2.055 2.210 2.400 2.580 2.084
0.76 122.0 0.582 0.626 0.680 0.731 0.471
0.98 48.0 0.751 0.808 0.877 0.944 0.661
1.43 18.0 1.095 1.180 1.280 1.378 1.044
2.03 8.0 1.555 1.674 1.818 1.955 1.544
2.30 4.8 1.762 1.895 2.060 2.215 1.767
—  1000 w lamps
0.0901 3.25 2.0 1.765 0.408 0.551 1.325 1.791 2.930 3.960 1.663
p^/' =
3.20 2.0 1.305 1.765 2.890 3.905 1.637
2.75 3.4 1.122 1.516 2.485 3.350 1.386
0.452 2.35 4.6 0.960 1.295 2.123 2.865
1.80 8.3 0.735 0.993 1.625 2.195
1.38 15.0 0.564 0.761 1.246 1.684
2.03 4.0 0.829 1.119 1.834 2.470
1.48 9.4 0.605 0.816 1.339 1.805
1.00 20.8 0.408 0.551 0.904 1.220
<Ti
TABLE A-4— Continued
1/3 H.
X ^ig
a a H H H
J 7 3
correct _Hr  =
H -c. 
a
Balsa —  benzene flames
0.074 0.420 2.22 1.3 0.753 0.810 1.67 1.798 3.98 0.130 1.668 3.97
0. 089 0.447 1.70 1.8 1.28 1.38 2.86 0.138 1.142 2.55
0. 086 0.442 1.02 11.2 0 .768 0.826 1.74 0.146 0.680 1.54
0.070 0.412 0.83 26.0 0.625 0.672 1.52 0.153 0.519 1.26
0.103 0.469 0.88 20.0 0.663 0.713 1.41 0.151 0.562 1.20
0.112 0.482 1.05 9.10 0.791 0.850 1.64 0.145 0.705 1.46
0.103 0.469 1.29 6.0 0.971 1.045 2.07 0.140 0.905 1.93
0.099 0.463 1.56 2.5 1.175 1.264 2.54 0.135 1.129 2.44
0.106 0.474 1.58 2.5 1.190 1.280 2.51 0.134 1.146 2.42
0.100 0.464 2.12 1.0 1.596 1.717 3.45 0.130 1.587 3.42
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Figure A-1. The Variation of the Ignition Time with the
Initially Absorbed Irradiance Corrected for
Density and Thickness Effects for Balsa (39)
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Figure A-2. The Variation of Ignition Time with Retained
Energy Corrected for Density and Thickness
Effects for Balsa (39).
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Figure A-3. The Variation of Ignition Time with
Initially Absorbed Irradiance Corrected 
for Density and Thickness Effects for Redgum 
(39) .
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Figure A-4. The Variation of Ignition Time with
Retained Energy Corrected for Density
and Thickness Effects for Redgum (39) ,
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Figure A-5. The Variation of Ignition Time with Initially
Absorbed Irradiance Corrected for Density and
Thickness Effects for Ash (39) .
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Figure A-6. The Variation of Ignition Time with Initially 
Absorbed Irradiance Corrected for Density and 
Thickness Effects for Ash (39).
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Figure A-7. The Variation of Ignition Time with Initially
Absorbed Irradiance Corrected for Density and
Thickness Effects for Oak (39) .
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Figure A-8.  The Var ia t ion  of  I g n i t i o n  Time with Retained
Energy Corrected f o r  Density and Thickness
Ef fects ( 3 9 ) .
TABLE A-5
CORRECTIONS ON WESSON'S IGNITION DATA TO ACCOUNT FOR THICKNESS DIFFERENCES
Material 6 axlO^ P 2/cTE
Ô
erf * erf 3/4 %a2/at 2/at
0.2388 1.765 0.197 0.084 2.85 1.0 1.0 1 2.00
1 0.1188 2.01 1.0 1.0 2 1.63
slope = 2.61 P = 0.1880 1.271 0.9275 0.945 5 1.18
0.582 0.2056 1.161 0.8991 0.9236 6 1.09
0.2378 1.005 0.8447 0.881 8 0.949
0.2656 0.901 0.7969 0.8437 10 0.854
0.2380 0.174 2.835 1.0 1.0 1 1.93
1/3 2.005 1 1 2 1.56' = 1.265 0.9275 0.945 5 1.13
0.558 1.159 0.8991 0.9236 6 1.04
1.001 0.8447 0.881 8 0.909
0.897 0.7969 0.8437 10 0.819
0.2385 0.139 2.84 1 1 1 1.79
2.010 1 1 2 1.45
slope = 2.32 pi/3= 1.27 0.9275 0.945 5 1.05
0.518 1.161 0.8991 0.9236 6 0.966
1.005 0.8447 0.881 8 0.844
0.900 0.7969 0.8437 10 0.760
0.2384 1.765 0.132 2.84 1 1 1 1.76
2.01 1 1 2 1.43
slope = 2.21 P / = 1.27 0.9275 0.945 5 1.03
0.510 1.161 0.8991 0.9236 6 0.951
1.005 0.8447 0.881 8 0.831
0.900 0.7969 0.8437 10 0.749
B3/32-3
B3/32-4
to
<n
TABLE A-5— Continued
Material ô axlO^ P 2/ôt
Ô
erf * erf 3/4
^ig %a2/at 2/ôt
B3/32-5 0.2388 0.132 2.85 1 1 1 1.73
2.01 1 1 2 1.41
slope = 2.25 P - 1.271 0.9275 0.945 5 1.02
0.502 1.161 0.8991 0.9236 6 0.937
1.005 0.8447 0.881 8 0.818
0.901 0.7969 0.8437 10 0.737
B3/32-6 0.2385 0.1193 2.84 1 1 1 1.70
1 /■? 2.01 1 1 2 1.38
slope = 2.21 P = 1.27 0.9275 0.945 5 0.995
0.492 1.161 0.8991 0.9236 6 0.918
1.005 0.8447 0.881 8 0.802
0.900 0.7969 0.8437 10 0.722
Bl/16-1 0.1621 1.765 0.170 0.084 1.93 0.9937 0.9953 1 1.73
1 /I 0.1188 1.363 0.9462 0.9594 2 1.35
P = 0.1880 0.862 0.7772 0.828 5 0.893
slope = 1.94 0.504 0.2056 0.788 0.7348 0.792 6 0.806
0.2378 0.682 0.6652 0.736 8 0.686
0.2656 0.610 0.6117 0.692 10 0.607
Bl/16-2 0.1620 0.145 1.93 0.9937 0.9953 1 1.81
1 /•> 1.363 0.9462 0.9594 2 1.41
slope = 2.02 P - 0.862 0.7772 0.828 5 0.932
0.526 0.788 0.7348 0.792 6 0.842
0.682 0.6652 0.736 8 0.716
0.610 0.6117 0.692 10 0.633
H
to
•o
TABLE A-5— Continued
Material Ô axlO^ P 2/at
Ô erf ^ erf 3/4
^ig Ha2 /c t 2v'oTE
0.1626 0.100 1.935 0.9938 0.99534 1 1.59
1.370 0.9473 0.9592 2 1.25
slope = 1.79 pl/3= 0.865 0.7787 0.829 5 0.823
0.464 0.791 0.7367 0.796 6 0.746
0.684 0.6666 0.738 8 0.633
0.613 0.6139 0.694 10 0.560
0.1618 1.765 0.0994 0.084 1.93 0.9937 0.9953 1 1.59
1 0.1188 1.363 0.9462 0.9594 2 1.25
slope = 1.79 P = 0.1880 0.862 0.7772 0.828 5 0.822
0.464 0.2056 0.788 0.7348 0.792 6 0.742
0.2378 0.682 0.6652 0.736 8 0.632
0.2656 0.610 0.6117 0.692 10 0.559
0.1615 0.1055 1.923 0.9934 0.9950 1 1.62
1/0 1.360 0.9456 0.9590 2 1.27
slope = 1.82 P = 0.860 0.7761 0.827 5 0.837
0.473 0.786 0.7336 0.792 6 0.757
0.680 0.6638 0.735 8 0.643
0.608 0.6101 0.690 10 0.568
0.1620 0.104 1.93 0.9937 0.9953 1 1.61
1 /I 1.363 0.9462 0.9594 2 1.26
slope = 1.82 P 0.862 0.7772 0.828 5 0.833
0.470 0.788 0.7348 0.792 6 0.752
0.682 0.6652 0.736 8 0.640
0.610 0.6117 0.692 10 0.566
to
00
TABLE A-5— Continued
Material <S axlO^ P 2/ut
6
erf ^ erf 3/4 ^ig %a2/at
A-1 0.344 1.473 0.591 0.0768 4.48 1.0 1.0 1 3.19
0.1086 3.17 1.0 1.0 2 2.23
P = 0.1716 2.01 1.0 1.0 5 1.49
0.8395 0.2428 1.415 0.9545 0.9656 10 1.05
0.3435 1.00 0.8427 0.8795 20 0.709
0.4204 0.82 0.7538 0.8090 30 0.764
0.4856 0.71 0.6847 0.7530 40 0.449
0.5944 0.58 0.5879 0.6695 60 0.332
A-2 0.245 1.473 0.597 0.0768 3.19 1.0 1.0 1 3.20
1 /O 0.1086 2.26 1. 0 1.0 2 2.24
P = 0.1716 1.43 0.9569 0.9675 5 1.44
0.8423 0.2428 1.01 0.8468 0.8830 10 0.967
0.3435 0.71 0.6847 0.7530 20 0.609
0.4204 0.58 0.5879 0.6715 30 0.636
0.4856 0.50 0.5205 0.6130 40 0.367
0.5944 0.41 0.4380 0.5381 60 0.267
A-3 0.2495 1.473 0.581 0.0768 3.25 1. 0 1.0 1 3.170
1 /I 0.1086 2.30 1.0 1.0 2 2.22
P = 0.1716 1.455 0.9604 0.9702 5 1.43
0.835 0.2428 1.027 0.8576 0.891 10 0.967
0.3435 0.73 0.6981 0.764 20 0.612
0.4204 0.59 0.5959 0.678 30 0.637
0.4856 0.51 0.5292 0.620 40 0.368
0.5944 0.42 0.4475 0.5470 60 0.269
H
to
V£)
TABLE A-5— Continued
Material axlO' p 2/at
a erf erf 3/4
^ig Ha2/at 2/ôt
0.590 0.0768 3.66 1.0 1.0 1 3.185
1 / Q 0.1086 2.59 1.0 1.0 2 2.490
P = 0.1716 1.64 0.9796 0.9834 5 1.46
0.839 0.2428 1.155 0.8976 0.9220 10 1.010
0.3435 0.82 0.7538 0.8090 20 0.652
0.4204 0.67 0.6566 0.7296 30 0.689
0.4856 0.58 0.5879 0.6715 40 0.400
0.5944 0.47 0.4937 0.5890 60 0.292
0.577 0.0768 3.85 1.0 1.0 1 3.165
1 0.1086 2.73 1.0 1.0 2 2.22
P = 0.1716 1.725 0.9853 0.9895 5 1.46
0.833 0.2428 1.22 0.9155 0.9360 10 1.01
0.3435 0. 86 0.7761 0.8268 20 0.661
0.4204 0.70 0.6778 0.7465 30 0.700
0.4856 0.61 0.6117 0.6917 40 0.409
0.5944 0.50 0.5205 0.6125 60 0.301
0.570 0.0768 3.19 1.0 1. 0 1 3.153
0.1086 2.26 1. 0 1.0 2 2.21
p^/ = 0.1716 1.43 0.9569 0.9675 5 1.42
0.8296 0.2428 1.01 0.8468 0.8830 10 0.952
0.3435 0.71 0.6847 0.7530 20 0.600
0.4204 0.58 0.5879 0.6715 30 0.627
0.4856 0.50 0.5205 0.6130 40 0.361
0.5944 0.41 0.4380 0.5381 60 0.263
A-4 0.281 1.473
A-5 0.296 1.473
A—6 0.244 1.473
M
W
O
TABLE A-5— Continued
Material axlO'
G—1 0.1517 1.398
G—2 0.1904 1.398
G-3 0.1757 1.398
G-4 0.1880 1.398
P 2/ôt
6 erf erf 3/4 «a2/dt 2/ôt
0.390 0.0748 2.03 1.0 1.0 1 1
1 / *5 0.1057 1.435 0.9576 0.968 2 1.84
p = 0.1672 0.907 0.8004 0.846 5 1.08
0.731 0.2364 0.642 0.6210 0.700 10 0.655
0.3348 0.45 0.4755 0.5725 20 0.398
0.4096 0.37 0.3992 0.5020 30 0.294
0.4730 0.32 0.3491 0.4540 40 0.232
0.381 0.0748 2.55 1.0 1.0 1 1
1 /"> 0.1057 1.801 0.9891 0.9917 2 1.87
P - 0.1672 1.139 0.8927 0.9183 5 1.16
0.7250 0.2364 0.805 0.7450 0.802 10 0.744
0.3348 0.570 0.5798 0.665 20 0.458
0.4096 0.465 0.4892 0.585 30 0.339
0.4730 0.40 0.4284 0.530 40 0.269
0.383 0.0748 2.35 1.0 1.0 1 2.775
1 /o 0.1057 1.662 0.9812 0.9859 2 1.86
P = 0.1672 1.051 0.8628 0.890 5 1.13
0.7265 0.2364 0.743 0.7066 0.771 10 0.717
0.3348 0.525 0.5421 0.632 20 0.436
0.4096 0.43 0.4569 0.556 30 0.323
0.4730 0.37 0.3992 0.5020 40 0.255
0.374 0.0748 2.51 1.0 1.0 1 2.752
1 /9 0.1057 1.779 0.9881 0.991 2 1.86
P = 0.1672 1.124 0.8880 0.9194 5 1.15
0.7205 0.2364 0.795 0.7391 0.797 10 0.735
0.3348 0.56 0.5716 0.6574 20 0.450
0.4096 0.46 0.4847 0.581 30 0.335
0.4730 0.40 0.4284 0.530 40 0.267
w
TABLE A-5— Continued
Material 6 axlO^ P 2/ôt
6
erf ^ erf 3/4
^ig «a2/ôt
cl. J.
2/ôt
G-5 0.2065 1.398 0.378 0.0748 2.76 1.0 1.0 1 2.762
0.1057 1.954 0.9942 0.99565 2 1.87
P 0.1672 1.235 0.9192 0.9388 5 1.18
0.723 0.2364 0.874 0.7834 0.833 10 0.771
0.3348 0.62 0.6194 0.698 20 0.479
0.4096 0.504 0.5250 0.6165 30 0.357
0.4730 0.440 0.4662 0.564 40 0.285
G-6 0.1695 1.398 0.371 0.0748 2.27 1.0 1. 0 1 2.747
1 /o 0.1057 1.604 0.9767 0.9825 2 1.84
p 0.1672 1.014 0.8484 0.884 5 1.11
0.719 0.2364 0.717 0.6894 0.756 10 0.696
0.3348 0.51 0.5292 0.620 20 0.423
0.4096 0.41 0.4380 0.5385 30 0.310
0.4730 0.36 0.3893 0.4925 40 0.248
0-1 0.2690 1.555 0.648 0.0789 3.42 1.0 1.0 1 2.718
T /■? 0.1116 2.41 1.0 1.0 2 2.164
P = 0.1764 1.528 0.9692 0.9768 55 1.581
0.8655 0.2494 1.081 0.8737 0.9036 10 1.173
0.3528 0.76 0.7175 0.7795 20 0.810
0.4320 0.62 0.6194 0.6980 30 0.634
0.4988 0.54 0.5549 0.6430 40 0.531
0-2 0.270 1.555 0.711 0.0789 3.42 1.0 1.0 1 2.803
1 /I 0.1116 2.41 1.0 1.0 2 2.232
p " 0.1764 1.528 0.9692 0.9768 5 1.631
0.8928 0.2494 1.081 0.8737 0.9036 10 1.210
0.3528 0.76 0.7175 0.7795 20 0.835
0.4320 0.625 0.6242 0.7020 30 0.658
0.4988 0.54 0.5549 0.6430 40 0.548
w
to
TABLE A-5— Continued
Material 6 axlO^ P 2/cTt
ô erf erf 3/4
^ig %a2/ât 2/ôt
0-3 0.2455 1.555 0.720 0.0789 3.11 1.0 100 1 2.815
1 / "3 0.1116 2.20 1.0 1.0 2 2.241
P = 0.1764 1.392 0.9510 0.963 5 1.614
0.8965 0.2494 0.984 0.8360 0.8743 10 1.176
0.3528 0.696 0.6750 0.7447 20 0.801
0.4320 0.57 0.5798 0.6643 30 0.625
0.4988 0.49 0.5117 0.6045 40 0.518
0-4 0.2810 1.555 0.655 0.0789 3.56 1.0 1.0 1 2.727
0.1116 2.52 1.0 1.0 2 2.172
P 0.1764 1.593 0.9759 0.974 5 1.582
0.8686 0.2494 1.127 0.8889 0.9155 10 1.193
0.3528 0.80 0.7421 0.8159 20 0.850
0.4320 0.65 0.6420 0.7175 30 0.652
0.4988 0.56 0.5716 0.6570 40 0.545
0-5 0.2445 1.555 0.700 0.0789 3.10 1.0 1.0 1 2.788
1 /■? 0.1116 2.19 1.0 1.0 2 2.220
P = 0.1764 1.386 0.9500 0.9623 5 1.598
0.888 0.2494 0.980 0.8342 0.873 10 1.163
0.3528 0.693 0.6729 0.743 20 0.792
0.4320 0.566 0.5765 0.6620 30 0.617
0.4988 0.49 0.5117 0.6050 40 0.513
0-6 0.2405 1.555 0.677 0.0789 3.05 1.0 1.0 1 2.758
1 /I 0.1116 2.16 1.0 1.0 2 2.200
P = 0.1764 1.363 0.9461 0.9593 5 1.576
0.8783 0.2494 0.964 0.8272 0.8636 10 1.138
0.3528 0.68 0.6638 0.7353 20 0.775
0.4320 0.557 0.5691 0.6550 30 0.604
0.4988 0.482 0.5045 0.5990 40 0.475
w
w
TABLE A-5— Continued
Material axlO' 2/ôt 6 erf * erf 3/4
^ig «a2/at 2/cTt
0.084 1.748 0.9865 0.9899 1 1.889
0.1188 1.236 0.9195 0.9390 2 1.454
0.1880 0.781 0.7306 0.7902 5 0.935
0.2056 0.714 0.6872 0.7548 6 0.843
0.2378 0.617 0.6172 0.6963 8 0.712
0.2656 0.553 0.5658 0.6524 10 0.628
0.084 1.774 0.9879 0.9909 1 1.819
0.1188 1.254 0.9239 0.9424 2 1.404
0.1880 0.793 0.7379 0.7962 5 0.906
0.2056 0.725 0.6948 0.7610 6 0.818
0.2378 0.627 0.6247 0.7027 8 0.692
0.2656 0.561 0.5734 0.6589 10 0.610
0.084 1.750 0.9867 0.9900 1 1.937
0.1188 1.237 0.9198 0.9392 2 1.491
0.1880 0.782 0.7312 0.7907 5 0.959
0.2056 0.715 0.6881 0.7555 6 0.865
0.2378 0. 8 0.6179 0.6969 8 0.731
0.2656 0.553 0.5658 0.6524 10 0.644
0.084 1.748 0.9865 0.9899 1 1.936
0.1188 1.236 0.9195 0.9390 2 1.491
0.1880 .781 0.7306 0.7902 5 0.959
0.2056 0.714 0.6872 0.7548 6 0.864
0.2378 0.617 0.6171 0. 963 8 0.730
0.2656 0.553 0.5688 0.6524 10 0.644
Bl/16-7
Bl/16-8
Bl/16-9
Bl/16-10
0.1468 1.765
slope = 2.02
0.1490 1.765
slope = 1.96
0.1470 1.765
slope = 2.08
0.1468 1.765
slope = 2.08
0.1686
1/3=
0.553
0.1503
1/3=
0.532
0.1823
1/3=
0.567
0.1821
1/3=
0.567
w
TABLE A-5— Continued
Material 6 axlO^ P 2/ot
6
erf 4 erf 3/4
^ig Ha2/ôt 2/ôt
Bl/16-11 0.1490 1.7-65 0.1783 1.774 0.9879 0.9909 1 1.925
1 / *5 1.254 0.9239 0.9424 2 1.486
slope = 2.08 P / = 0.793 0.7379 0.7962 5 0.959
0.563 0.725 0.6948 0.7610 6 0.865
0.627 0.6247 0.7027 8 0.732
0.561 0.5734 0.6589 10 0.645
Bl/16-12 0.1475 1.765 0.1852 1.756 0.9870 0.9902 1 1.947
1.242 0.9210 0.9401 2 1.500
slope = 2.08 pl/3= 0.785 0.7330 0.7922 5 0.966
0.570 0.717 0.6894 0.7566 6 0.871
0.620 0.6194 0.6982 8 0.736
0.555 0.5674 0.6538 10 0.648
B3/32-7 0.2395 1.765 0.1319 0.084 2.85 1.0 1.0 1 1.756
1 0.1188 2.02 1.0 1.0 2 1.425
slope = 2.28 P = 0.1880 1.274 0.9284 0.9458 5 1.030
0.509 0.2056 1.165 0.9005 0.9244 6 0.950
0.2378 1. 007 0.8455 0.8817 8 0.830
0.2656 0.902 0.7979 0.8442 10 0.748
B3/32-8 0.2390 1.765 0.1300 2.85 1.0 1.0 1 1.749
1 /o 2.01 1.0 1.0 2 1.420
slope = 2.28 p = 1.271 0.9277 0.9453 5 1.026
0.507 1.162 0.8996 0.9237 6 0.946
1.005 0.8447 0.8811 8 0.826
0.900 0.7969 0.8434 10 0.744
U)
en
TABLE A-5— Continued
Material ô axlO^ P 2/ôt
6 erf erf 3/4
^ig %a2/at 2/at
B3/32-9 0.2360 1.765 0.1856 2.81 1.0 1.0 1 1.970
1.987 0.9951 0.9963 2 1.593
slope = 2.55 P = 1.255 0.9241 0.9425 5 1.152
0.571 1.148 0.8955 0.9206 6 1.062
0.992 0.8393 0.8769 8 0.926
0.889 0.7912 0.8389 10 0.833
B3/32-10 0.2370 1.765 0.2045 0.084 2.82 1.0 1.0 1 2.032
pl/2=
0.1188 1.995 0.9952 0.9964 2 1.643
slope = 2.63 0.1880 1.261 0.9254 0.9435 5 1.189
0.589 0.2056 1.153 0.8970 0.9217 6 1.097
0.2378 0.997 0.8414 0.8785 8 0.957
0.2656 0.892 0.7928 0.8402 10 0.861
B3/32-11 0.2360 1.765 0.2111 2.81 1.0 1.0 1 2.056
1 /Q 1.987 0.9951 0.9963 2 1.663
slope = 2.66 P 1.255 0.9241 0.9425 5 1.202
0.596 1.148 0.8955 0.9206 6 1.108
0.992 0.8373 0.8769 8 0.967
0.889 0.7912 0.8389 10 0.870
B3/32-12 0.2365 1.765 0.1882 2.82 1.0 1.0 1 1.977
1 1.991 0.9951 0.9963 2 1.598
slope = 2.55 P = 1.258 0.9247 0.9430 5 1.156
0.573 1.150 0.8961 0.9210 6 1.066
0.995 0.8406 0.8779 8 0.931
0.890 0.7918 0.8394 10 0.837
M
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TABLE OF FLAMMABILITY TESTS
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IdcnClflcatioQ 
Mad Title
Sponsoring
Organization
Date Intended
Application
Number of 
Specimens
Selection
of
Speciamn
Size of 
Specimen
Exposed Area 
of Specis&en
Pretest Treat­
ment and 
Conditioning
Size of Test 
Enclosure
Ventilation 
or Air 
Supply
Method 5900 
Fed. Spec. CCC- 
T-19Ib, "Fleme 
Reeietence of 
Cloth; Horizon­
tal".
Gen. Serve. 
Admin.
Flame proof­
ed & fire te- 
alatent fab­
rics & SOSM 
untreated fab 
rice with ve­
ry open weave
2;(i w
from warp 
& filling 
direc­
tions).
Length 
parallel 
to warp 
or fill­
ing direc­
tions.
7xl0-ln. 6 X 9-in. Circulating air 
at 140 to 145*F 
for 4 + Ji hr.
An enclosure 
Co protect 
from draft.
Room atmos­
phere.
Method 5902 
Fed. Spec. CCC- 
T-19lb, "Flame 
Realatance of 
Cloth; Verti­
cal".
Gen. Serve. 
A(fain.
Flame proof­
ed & fire re­
sistant fab­
rics other 
than pile 
fabrics.
10;(5 ea 
from warp 
& filling 
direc­
tions).
Length 
parallel 
CO warp 
or fill­
ing direc­
tions.
2 ;^^ xl2-ln. 2 X 12-in. 70 + 2*f, 65 + 
12% RH for 4 Hrs. 
min.
Sheet-metal 
cabinet 12 
to 14-in. 
wide, 12 to 
14-in. deep 
30-in. high.
Approx. %-in, 
die. holes 
top and bot­
tom.
Method 5904 
Fed. Spec. CCC- 
T-191b, "Flame 
Reeietence of 
Cloth; Verti­
cal, held".
Gen. Serve. 
Adsin.
Flame proof­
ed and fire 
realatent 
fabrics other 
than pile 
fabrics.
3 None Any size 
with ex­
posed 
edge.
2 X 5-in. None specified. No enclosure. Room atmos­
phere.
Method 5903T 
Fed. Spec. CCC- 
T-191b, "FlflM 
Reaietance of 
Cloth; Modif- 
Ud".
Gen. Serve. 
Admin. p,5r*
Flame proof­
ed and fira- 
resiatant 
fabrics other 
than pile 
fabrics.
10; (5 ea 
from warp 
& filling 
direc­
tions).
Length 
parallel 
to warp 
or fill­
ing direc­
tions.
2%xl2-ln. 2 X 12-in. 70 + 2*F, 65 + 
2% %  for 
16 hrs. min.
Sheet-metal 
cabinet, 12 
to 14-in. 
wide, If to 
14-in. deep 
30-in. high.
Approx, l{-in, 
die. holes at 
top end bot­
tom.
Method 5906 
Fed. Spec. CCC- 
T-191b, "Bum- 
ing Rate of 
Cloth; Hori­
zontal".
Gen. Serve. 
Adsin.
#
Cloth that 
has not been 
flame proof­
ed, includ­
ing pile and 
napped cloth.
5, provid­
ed differ­
ence be­
tween re­
mits for 
any 2 is 
less than 
401 from 
average of 
Chose test­
ed; other­
wise 10.
Length 
parallel 
to the 
more
hazardous
direction.
4%xl2%-in. 2 X 12%-in. Circulating air 
at 140 to 145*F 
for 4 + % he.
Metal cabinet 
8-in, wide, 
15-in. long, 
14-in. high, 
kept at 140‘P 
by heaters.
%-in, clear­
ance all 
around top;
5 equidistant 
%-in. holes 
along each 
side at bot­
tom.
Method 5908 
Fed. Spec. CCC- 
T-191b, "Bum-
Angle."
Gen. Serve. 
Admin.
Cloth that 
has not been 
flame proof­
ed.
S Length 
parallel 
to more 
hazardous 
direction.
2x6-in. 1% X 6-in. Circulating air 
at 140 to 145*F 
for 4 + % hr.
Metal hood 
or cabinet 
(unspecif­
ied size).
Cabinet per­
mits free 
ventilation.
Method 5910 
Fed. Spec. CCC- 
T-191b, "Burn­
ing Rate of 
Cloth: 30* 
Angle".
Gen. Serve. 
Admin.
Cloth that 
has not been 
flame proof­
ed and does 
not contain 
fibers or 
finishes 
which melt 
and cling.
6;(3 ea. 
from warp 
and fill­
ing direc­
tions).
One only 
if mater­
ial does 
not support 
combustion.
Length 
parallel 
to warp 
or fill­
ing direc­
tions.
Ix6-in. 1 X 6-in. Circulating air 
at 140 to 145"F 
for 4 + % hr.
No enclosure. Room atmos­
phere.
Method 2021 
Fed. Test 
Method Std. 
No. 406 
"Flenoability 
of Plastics 
Over 0.050 
Inch in 
Thlckneee".
Gen. Serve. 
Admin. Î9?î‘-
Rigid plas­
tics in the 
form of 
sheets or 
molded bars 
over 0.050 
in. chick.
10 Ac ran­
dom (per 
Gen. Rs4) 0.5x5-in.;
actual
thickness.
All expos­
ed except 
area under
23 + 1.1*0 (73.5 
+ 2'^ F) 50 + 4% Ml 
Tor 48 hrs, if 
less than %-in. 
thick; 96 hrs. if 
thicker.(Per Geo. 
Req.)
Oompletely
enclosed
laboratory
hood.
Exhaust fan 
is used only 
after test.
Method 2022 
Fed. Test 
Method Std. 
No. 406 
"Flanaability 
of Plastics 
O.OSO-in. 
and Under in 
Thickness".
Gen. Serve. 
Adsin. l â V '
Plastics in 
the form of 
sheets or 
films 0.050- 
In. or less 
in thickness.
5 minimum Ac ran­
dom (per 
Gen. Req.)
Ixl8-in. 1 X 12-in.; 
(12-in. 
length is ex­
posed below 
clamp).
23 + 1.1*0 (73.5 
+ 2^)50 + 4% RH 
Tor 48 hrs. (per 
Gen. Req.) 2 hr. 
at 23 + 3^ 0 after 
fusee Ts 
attached.
Sheet-metal 
or ocher 
fire-resist­
ant enclo­
sure 12-in. 
widtt; X2-in. 
deep; 30-in. 
high.
Open at cop; 
1-in. high 
opening 
around bot­
tom.
Method 2023 
Fed. Test 
Method Std. 
No. 406 
'’Flame Re- 
eistanee".
Can. Serve. 
Adsin.
5 Oct, 
1961
Plastics 
difficult 
to ignite; 
primarily 
chose that 
are self- 
extinguishing 
by mech. 2021 
& 2022.
1
5 (per 
Gen. Req.)
Ac ran­
dom (per 
Gen. Req.)
0.5x0,5 
x5.0-in.
Unsupported 
span not 
less than 
4-in.
23+1.1*C (73.5+ 
2*T) 5044% RH, 
for 48 ïïrs,^  if 
less chan %-in. 
thick; 96 hrs. 
if thicker (per 
Gen. Req.).
Enclosure of 
sufficient 
size to con­
tain appara­
tus, and 
without 
draft.
Vent, holes 
around sides 
near base and 
exhaust fan 
at top opera­
ting at min, 
suction.
COMPARISON OF FLAMMAB
Ventilation
or Air
Supply
Room aCmoa- 
phar».
SpaclAen
Holdar
Natal (rama 
nountad on 
corDar lega.
Orientation
of
Specimen
Horizontal
Ignition
Source
0.3 ml. ethyl 
alcohol in 
epeciflad cup; 
aperk ignited.
Location
of
Ignition
Source
3 in. 
below 
center 
of aped-
Time of 
Bxpoaura
Till alcohol 
fuel hae 
burned.
Method of 
Timing
Hone
Re<^ uirementa
for
Validation
None
Criteria or 
Laval# of 
Acceptability
None Graataat
burned he 
of char.
Approx. Ij-ln, 
die. holes a: 
Cop and bot­
tom.
Metal frame 
clteps long 
edges.
Vertical Bunsan or 
Tlrrlll bur­
ner with 1%- 
lo. high 
flame.
Top of 
burner Vd-in. 
below and 
of speci­
men.
12 sec. Stop-watch 
or other
None
Candie 
vertical 
with top
K b .
low edge
of spaci-
yimiog t 
Char leng 
aompla, a
Room atmos­
phere.
TWO cr-#haped 
matched platee 
of Vl6-ln. 
Ibaat metal.
Vertical Paraffin 
cndle of 
3/4-in. dta.
12 sac. Stop-watch 
or ocher 
d#fica (to 
Vj aac.j.
None Average fl 
Char lengl
Approx. %-in. 
die. holes at 
top end hot 
tom.
Metal frame 
cloi^ a long 
edge#.
Vertical Bunsen or 
Tlrrlll burn­
er jMlth 1%-ip, 
high flans, Uk-i 
l»g a specified 
gas.
Top of 
burner
end of 
epeci-
12 sac. Stop-watch 
or ethar 
device (to 
V 5 sec,).
None flaming ti 
Char lengt 
emaple, an
%-in. clear 
ance all 
around top;
5 eauldlatant 
hole# 
along each 
side at bot­
tom.
Teo matched 
rectangular 
frames, 153; 
by 4-in. oc*- 
•ida demen- 
alona.
Horirontal Bunsen or 
Tlrrlll bur­
ner with 11- 
in. high 
flame.
Top of 
burner %-in. 
below edd 
of opeci-
Continuously Stop-watch 
or other 
device (to 
1/5 sec.).
Timing begins 
after 1%-in. 
length of 
apeclman has 
burned.
Time for fJ 
10-in. gags 
of 5 hlghei
Cabinet per­
mits free 
wentilation.
Motel frame, 
7%4-in., with 
wires strung 
across width.
Metered gas je 
from 36-gage 
hypodermic 
needle: ^ butane 
fuel; 
flame.
Gas Jet
Ç orale isfrom face of apeci-
Ona second Timer actuated 
by falling 
weight when 
thread bum# 
through*
Avarage tie 
cacloo of f 
thread bum 
time for fL 
fixed dlscai
Room atmos­
phere.
Metal frame, 
8x1%-in., wit) 
wlre#^ #Crung 
across width.
At 30* to 
horizontal 
except low­
est t-ln. 
which is 
vertical, 
and free 
from frame.
Safe^-book At expos­
ed edge 
of bent- 
down (vet' 
tical pop 
tion of 
specimen.)
Stop-watch 
or other
None None Time from ap 
of flma end 
burned. (Avs 
in each dire
Exhaust fan 
is used only 
after test.
Laboratory 
rlng-scend 
and clomp.
Length horl 
zontal; widtt' 
at 45* to 
horiz. Piece 
of gauze, 
bprix.,
%-in. below 
specimen.
Bunsen burn­
er with blue 
flame 1-in. 
high.
Tip of 
flame 
contacts 
end of 
apeclman.
30 sec. if. 
burning does 
not continue, 
another 30 
sec. exposure 
to flame is 
provided im­
mediately 
after burn­
ing ceases.
Stop-watch Timing begins 
when bumug 
reaches 1-in. 
mark (on low­
er edge) & 
stops on teach­
ing 4-in. mark.
''Mon-buming” if no 
ignition on 2 attempts 
*'B<rnln^ ' if boroing 
reaches 4-in. from 
end. "Self-axtinguish 
ing" if burning does 
not reach 4-in. mark.
Length bums* 
mark end tlmi
Open at top; 
Z-ln. high 
opening 
around bot­
tom.
gprlng type 
paper clamp.
1x1x0.010 Fuse
piece of spe­ attached
cified fuse to lower
material end of
ignited by specimen
safety match; with over­
or single lap of
drop of ben­ %-in.; or
zene ignited benzene
by safety applied
match or i-ln.
spark. above.low
ar edge
6 allowed
to run
down.
Till fuel 
has burned 
out.
Stop-watch 
or timer.
Timing begins 
with ignition 
of fuse. !
Tims to bum 1 
completely or 
until fleme is 
guiahed. aqd s 
ed or cnarnd.
Vent holes 
around sides 
near base and 
exhaust fan 
ec top opera­
ting at win. 
suction.
Support "Suit, 
able" for 
holding speci­
men vertical.
Specified re­
sistance coll 
heats speci­
men to gener­
ate gases; 
spark plugs 
used for 
ignition.
Axes of 
horit, 
spark 
plugs 
%-ln. 
above top 
of coll 
& elec­
trodes
specimen.
Coll "on" 
until 30 sec. 
after igni­
tion or 600 
sec. max. 
Plugs spark 
continuously, 
but ire moved 
away after 
ignition.
Stop-Watch None Tima to Ignitm 
Distamcm of fla 
from cop of col 
ing Clma after 1 
■nc-off.
I OF FLAMMABILITY TEST METHODS
MnCUtcMioo 
■od tltU
Sponiortng
OrgaDlaacioQ
Date Intended
Application
Number of 
Specimen#
Selection
of
Specimen
Sise of 
Specimen
Exposed Area 
of Specimen
Pretest Treat­
ment and 
Conditioning
Sire of Test 
Enclosure
Ventilation 
or Air 
Supply
■stbod VBD- 
e>99, rad.Spw. 
M-C-M. 
"Caxpata aad 
Rnca, Wool, 
■jIoB, Acrylic, 
KodaecyUo".
Gen. Servi. 
Admin. tM'*'
Carpet# and 
ruga intend­
ed for uaa 
ea floor 
covering#.
2 Not apeci- 
fied.
6x6-in. 6 X 6-in. To equilibrium 
at 94*F, 30XRH
Chamber 12-ln 
widq, 12-ln. 
deep, 9-ln. 
high.
Chamber is
opCYj at top
U t  M l M b
■itcrlMiiIcj. 
St'd. "fl—  
Sprccd Propcc- 
cIm  of Kaccr- 
iala".
Nat. Bureau 
of Std'i.
26 Deo. 
1962
Wide variety 
of atruetur- 
al and finiah 
material#.
(intended a# 
alteniate to 
^ Deaig. 
ISA).
4 mlni- Arrangement 
that yield# 
the higheat 
flame apread
6%18-in.
(not given 
explicitÿÿ).
Predried 24 hr#, 
at 140*F then to 
equilibrium at
51
No enclosure. Apparatus is 
below exhanst 
hood with 
induced draft.
Kathod IDS
êïïlaSr
Stanoardt 
Servie# t#»
a ? : * ”-
Fed. Avia­
tion Agency
9 Nov. 
1961
Flama-reila­
tent nater- 
iala for air- 
frme appli­
cation#.
3 For fabric#, 
length ia 
parallel to 
more haaard- 
oua direoa 
tion.
Approx. 4 
xlA-ia.
3 X 13, in. Nona specified. None speci­
fied.
Draft-free
conditions.
KaCbod 191-53 
CcmaaarciaL ^
of Clothing 
TcxtiUi”.
Dept, of 
Commerce
30 Jan. 
19S3
Clothing
textile#.
apread
time for 
firat S ie 
lea# than 
%  aea? or 
if acme 
don't burnX
Preliminary 
teat# to 
determine 
direction 
of fàateat 
burning.
2%6-in, 1% X 6-in. Dried at 105*0 
(221*F) for 30 
min and cooled 
in deaeicator 
Laundering 6 
dry cleaning 
for flame- 
retarding 
finish; bniah- 
gg^for raised
Cabinet 161- 
In. wide. Sk­
in. deep, 14- 
in. high.
Twelve %-ln, 
die. holes 
equidistant 
at rear of 
top & ven­
tilating 
atrip at 
front bottom.
Structural 
Iniulatlng 
Board Had# 
from V«8#- 
tabla 
Fibara".
AS» I960;
taawp
Structural 
Iniolaclng 
board made 
from vege­
table 
fiber#.
3 Seleeteddat
random.
12%12-in. 12 X 12-in. To equilibrium 
at 70!»2*F 
SIHSTta.
No enclosure Room atmos­
phere.
Method AStM 
Milg: D626- 
55T, ''Fire 
Retardant 
Properties 
of Treated 
Teati&a 
Fabric#"a
xaiK 1955 Treated
textile
fabric#
uied in-
aide
atruc-
turea.
10;(S ea 
from warp 
and fill­
ing direc­
tion#).
Length 
parallel 
to warp 
or fill­
ing direc­
tion#; 
apeelnen# 
taken from 
at leaat 3 
widely apac­
ed aectiona 
of 2 aq.yd. 
aample
(min.).
2*12%-In. 2 X 12;<%-
in. length 
ia covered 
by clamp).
70 + 2T, 65 + 
2% ffll, for 16 
hr#.
Sheet-metal 
shield 12-ln. 
wide; 12-ln. 
deep; 30-in. 
high.
Open at top; 
opening at 
bottom 1-in. 
high and 
5-in. long.
Method AS1M 
Delia: D63S- 
63, *71#=#. 
bility of 
Rigid Plaa- 
tica Over 
0.127 cm 
(O.OSO-in.) 
in Thick- 
neaa".
ASTM 1963 Rigid plaa- 
tie# in the 
form of 
aheeti or
molded ban 
over O.OSO- 
in. thick.
10 minimum; 
however, 
ceating ii 
diacon* 
tinued 
whan 3 
burning 
ipecimana 
are found.
^ot speci­
fied.
0.5%5-in.
actual
thickneaa.
All exposed 
except area 
under clamp.
None; tested 
"as received".
Completely
enclosed
laboratory
hood.
Exhaust fan 
ia used only 
after test.
Method ASTK 
Delia: D7S7- 
65,^Flaama- 
billtv of 
PlMtica 
Self-tstin-
Asm 1965 Rigid plaa- 
tlca thick­
er than 
0.050-In. 
that are 
"lelf- 
extinguiah- 
inf by 
Math. D685.
3 of each 
thickneaa 
(minimum).
Thickneaa 
a# uniform 
aa possible 
and smooth 
surfaces.
thick: or 
actual 
thlcknesB 
if over 
0.OSO-in.
0,5 X 4yin. None; tested 
"as received".
Completely
enclosed
14>oratory
hood.
Exhaust fan 
"off" during 
test, or at 
very low 
speed.
COMPARISON OF FLAMMAB
Ventllacloo
oc Air
Supply
Orientation
of
Specimen
Ignition
Source
location 
of 
Ignition 
Source
Tima of 
Brpoeure
Katbod of 
Timing
RaquirMtnti
for
Validation
Criteria or 
lavela of 
Acceptability
amd/or
■«forcad
Chamber ia 
open at top
IfMimen Ilea
tSTrf*"
Horiaontal Methananine 
timed burn­
ing tablet.
Burning 
Cablet ia 
placed in 
center of 
apeciman 
and la 
Ignited 
alth match •
Burning 
tablet 
buma Co 
comple­
tion.
Longeât diameter of 
charred area nuat not 
exceed 2-in.
Longeât diameter of ibarrml 
area to neeraat O.Uia«
Apparatus ia 
below exbaoat 
hood with 
induced draft
Saaaral
aaooclng 
tadmiquaa 
are praa-
evibed de­
pending on
a .
epwlty, t«i-
tSZi^ u.
ace*
Length at 
30* from 
vertical, 
burning 
from top 
domntard 
on lower 
surface.
12zl8-in. 
vertical 
panel with 
radiant 
output of 
black body 
at I238i
SP:aUo -in. I.D. lot burn­er with 2- 
In. flame.
Pilot burn­
er flmae 
contacta or 
fithin %*in. 
of contact­
ing top 
center of 
specimen. 
Udlaat„nan< il #4%% 
irom apeci- 
MD at Cop.
15 min.: 
or until 
flame has 
progressed 
full length 
of apeciman 
if it occurs 
sooner.
Timer cali­
brated to 
O.Ol min.
Flame spread index is 
calculated by eouatlon 
based on rate of pro­
gress of flame front 
and a factor related 
to rata of heat libera­
tion.
Time of arrival of fisnm 
front at aocceaatvw 3-lm. 
gage mark#. (Alao pco- 
vldM for maaa• taay.
& smoke deaalcy.)
Draft-free
conditions.
Msul faama 
that clsmps 
1 long edges 
sad one end 
of specimen.
Horixhntal, 
facing down.
Bunsen or
Tirrill
burner.
4oC speci­
fied.
15 sec. Not specified Timing begins 
after U-!n. 
length has 
burned, and 
atop# when 
burning front 
la at least 
1-is. from 
end.
Average bum rate of 
3 specimens mustnnot 
exceed 4 in./min.
Tima and diatmce after 
flame front peases l^lm. 
gage mark (Avg- for 3 
speeisMO*).
Twelve k-in 
die. hoies 
equidistant 
at rear of 
top & ven­
tilating 
strip at 
front bottosu
Ivo mate 
U-in. I 
putas w
ched 
metal 
ith 
tlamps along
At 45* Metered gas
jet from 26- 
gage hypoder­
mic needle: 
butane fuel 
with %-ih. 
flame.
name ia sallied 
to surface 
lear the 
lower end.
3ne second. rimer actuated 
by falling 
weight when 
thread bums 
through.
Hone Class I - rim I spread 
time oc 3% tee or more 
(for raised fiber more 
than 7 sec or if sur­
face flash does not 
ignite or fuse base). 
ciaai 2 - four to 7 sac 
(inel.) for raised 
fiber with base ignited 
or ftised.
Class 3 - Leas than 3% 
sec: leas than 4 see: 
for raised fiber with 
base fabric ignited 
or fused.
Tima for flame to Cravmram 
5-in. length; avg. valmm 
for ameplea that bum.
Room atmos­
phere.
fo«p_yetti-
PMC. «teh 
Poland nd. 
00 Till-ia. 
unCu«|aa« 
oilr 4-la.
S^ îïîla.
At 45*; apeci- 
man rests on 
posts.
1 ml absoi 
lute ethyl 
alcohol in 
specified 
cup.
Center of 
base of
low a
point on 
lower sur­
face of 
specimen 
3-in. 
from low­
er edge 
and mid- 
say from 
side edges.
Ontil alcohol 
la burned out 
PlsM and 
glcw are ex- 
ciflguiahed 
1 mu. after 
Aiel is ex­
hausted.
Rot speciiiad KiMor & minor mxes of 
cbacred regfam; are# W  
calcolatmd ea that of 
true ellipaa; evg* for 
all apeciman#.
Open at top; 
opening at 
bottom l-ln. 
high and 
"-in. long.
& "suitable" 
eleap (not 
otherwise 
specified).
Vertical Bunsen or 
Tirrill 
burner using 
specified-. 
gas and gas 
pressure.
rop of 
burner %- 
in. below 
end of 
specimen.
12 see. Rot specified None naming not to exceed 2 aec. after removal 
of burner for any 
specimen: eve. length 
of cher for 10 apeei- 
mena not to exceed 
3k-in., & max. not to 
exceed 4%-in.
Flaming time; chat length 
aa caused by tear malmg
specified hooks a d  
wwighta.
Exhaust fan 
Is used only 
after test.
laboratory 
ring-stand 
with adjust­
able clamps.
Length hori­
zontal; width 
at 45* to 
horizontal. 
Piece of 20- 
mesh gauze, 
horlz., %- 
in. below 
specimen.
Bunsen bord­
er with bias 
flame 1-ia, 
high.
tip of 
flame con­
tacts end 
of speci-
30 sec If 
burning does 
not continue 
another 30 
aec. expo­
sure to 
flame is 
provided 
immediately 
after burn­
ing ceases.
Stop-watch Timing begins 
when burning 
reaches 1-in. 
mark (on low­
er edge) & ^
stppe on reach­
ing 4-in, 
mark.
'^on-bumlng" if no 
ignidgn do 2 attempts 
"Burning^ ' if burning 
reaches 4-in. from 
end. "Self-extinguiah- 
ing? if Inming doe# 
not reach 4-in. mark.
Langth burned from 1-in. 
mark, and time.
Exhaust fan 
"off during 
test, or at 
very low 
speed.
Clmap on ana 
that rotates 
Aout hori- 
aoatal axis.
Length hori­
zontal; width 
vertical.
Silicon car­
bide rod of 
% 6-in. die. 
at 950flO*C 
(l742fIB*F).
End of 
specimen 
ia pressed
Sains t ddle of 
hot sie 
rod with 
force of 
approx.
1 or. Axes 
of rod & 
specimen 
arc per- 
pendlcular.
3 oioflsec. 
from Contact 
of specimen 
with heated 
rod until 
it is remov­
ed and flame 
is extinguish' 
ed by inert 
gas jets
Btop-watoh. 
or timer 
clock.
Kathod applies 
holy to speci­
mens that bum.
Hone Urgfth bon^ (to 0.04-la.] 
•t e—itw of %-lD. .Id. to 
point irt—T. no ehwrin, or 
Mltla, n. *1.101.; bnta- 
Ing tin. If lu. tha 
3 min.
FLAMMABILITY TEST METHODS
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14«iti£lc*tlao 
«ad Ticla
Spoatorias
OrsanisfiClon
lnt«nd«d
àppllcatlon
iwmbar of 
Ipecimana
Salactlon
of
Specimen
Slsa of 
Specimen
Sxpoied Area 
of Specimen
Preteat Treat­
ment and 
Conditioning
Size of Teat 
Enclosure
Ventilation
or Air
Supply
Method A m  i^m: D1230. 61;^ l«nahl- 
llty of Cloth* 
ia$ Tamtilaa**.
ASTM 1961 Clothing
textiles.
Mi(10 if
flame 
apread 
time for 
first 5 
ia leas 
than 3% 
aec, or 
if some 
don't 
bum).
Preliminary 
testa to 
determine 
direction 
of fastest 
burning.
2%6-in 1% X 6-in, Dried at 105*0 
(221*P) for 30 
min. and cooled 
in dAaaicator. 
Laundering, & 
dry cleaning 
for flame-retard­
ing finish; 
bcushing for 
raised fiber.
Cabinet 14%- 
in. wide; 
6%-in. deep; 
14-in. high.
Twelve %-ln. 
dis. holes 
equidistant 
at rear of 
top, and va# 
tllatlng 
atrip at front 
bottom.
Method A m  
Daaig: D1A33*
of Flexible 
TWn Plaatic 
Sheeting".
ASTK 1938 Flexible 
lastics in
film or thin 
sheeting.
10;(3 ea. 
from me* 
chine end- 
tranaverae
direclCionaX
Free of 
folds or 
wrinkles.
3%9-in. I%x6-in. 
(6-in. gage 
length is 
all on 43* 
inclined 
section).
23+2*C (73.4+ 
3.?*P) 50+5%% 
for 40 hrs.
An enclsoure 
to protect 
from drafts.
Holes at top 
and bottom 
of cabinet.
Method ASTK 
Deeig: D1692- 
67T, "Flaeme- 
biUty of 
Plaatic 
Sheeting and 
Cellnlar 
Plastics".
1967 Plastic 
sheeting 
and cellu­
lar plas­
tics that 
do not 
shrink, 
curl, or 
salt away, 
Material 
must flame.
3 that bum 
past 5-in. 
gage mark; 
otherwise 
up to 10.
Cut from 
section 
of uniform 
density.
2x6-in, 
of actual 
thickness 
if less 
than %- 
in.;othet- 
wlse cut 
to %-in. 
with skin 
removed.
23+2*0(73.^ 
3.?*P) 5(H5Ita 
until aucFesslve 
24-hr. weighings 
are within 1%.
Recommended 
cabinet 24- 
in. wide; 
12-in. deep; 
30-in. high; 
(or any large 
enclosure).
Open at top; 
approx. l-ln, 
high opening 
around bottok.
Method ASTM 
Daslx: t  84- 
61, "Surface 
Bokning
Characteristics
ASTM 1961 Wide variety 
of building 
materials.
Single
Ipecimen.
Truly repre*
■enkatlve
specimen.
20-An. wide 
25 ft. long.
long.
To equilibrium 
at: 70f5*F, 35 
to 40r%H.
Horizontal 
duct with 
inside dimen­
sions of
iîà^ -g;
Induced draff 
of 0.075-in. 
water down­
stream of 
test section;
îèïjsn'is!'
4 0 r  R H .
Method ASTM 
Desig: B162- 
67,Outface 
Flmmability 
of Hatarlala 
Using a 
Radiant Heat 
Roergy SoureeP*.
ASTM 1967 Materials not 
specified. In 
tended for 
R & D, aad 
not for build 
lag code cat' 
Inga.
4 aini- Anangement 
that yAAlds 
the highest 
flame 
apread.
6%18-in.
(not given 
expllcity).
Predried 24 hrs. 
at 140*F. then 
to equilibrium 
at 73+5*F, 30+3%-RH.
No enclosure. Apparatus ia 
beeow exhaust 
hood with 
induced draft.
Method ASTM 
Daaig: B2B6- 
65T, "Surface 
Placability 
of Building 
Materials 
Using an 8-ft. 
Tunnel PUr- 
nscef .
ASTM 1965 Materials 
that can be 
mounted in 
14-in. by 
8 ft. frmme 
Intended 
for R & D 
and not for 
building 
code rat­
ings.
Single
Specimen.
13.75 in. 
wide, 8 ft, 
long.
Exposed 
length 
is 94.5-in.
To equilibrium 
at 75+5*F, 35 
to 407 RH.
Horiz. Aimaca 
with stack 
located below 
(but not 
connected to) 
exhaust hood.
Natural draft 
through air 
inlets spac­
ed along 
lower wall of 
furnace.
COMPARISON OF FLAMMABII
tllatlon 
r Air 
upply
Orientation
of
Specimen
Ignition
Source
Location
of
Ignition
Source
Time of 
Exposure
Method of 
Tlàittg
Requirements
for
Validation
Criteria or 
Levels of 
Acceptability
Items Measured 
and/or 
Reported
Ivp. i-tn,
. holes 
IdUtaot 
rear of 
, and va#" 
atlng
ip at front 
ton.
K t L
piste# vlth 
clsepe along 
sMad.
At 65". Metered gas 
Jet from 26- 
gage hypoder 
aie needle: 
butane fuel.
Flame ia 
applied 
to aur­
face near 
Che lower 
end.
One second Timer actuated 
by falling 
weight when 
thread bums 
through.
None Class 1 - Flame soread
time ot 3% sec or more 
(more than 7 sec for 
raised fiber)
Class 2 - Four to 7 
see (incl.) for raised 
fiber with base ignited 
or fused.
Class 3 - Less Chan 3| 
sec; (less than 4 sec 
for raised fiber with 
base ignited or fused).
Time for fine to traverse 
5-in. length.
68 at cop
bottom
cabinet.
Two matched 
U-ahaped 
plates held 
tofitbar by 
2 spring-
At 45" to 
horieoncal 
except low- 
eaC l-in. 
which ia 
vertical.
Gaa jet
from 22- 
gage hypo­
dermic 
needle; 
butane fuel 
with %-in. 
horiz. 
flame.
Tip of 
needle 
k-in. 
from 
middle 
of ver­
tical 
piece 
of spe­
cimen 
(cut tip 
of
facing
up).
Continuously Electric timer 
actuated by 
microswitches 
that are 
tripped by 
burning 
through 
strings 6-in. 
apart.
None "Self-extinguishing" if 
first string bums but 
second does not; ^on- 
buraing" if specimen 
extinguishes before 
1st string bums. 
(Burning rate is evg. 
of only those speci­
mens that bum).
Time for flame to traverse 
6-in. gage length.
I) at top; 
rox. l-ln, 
;h opening 
und bottom
3x8%-ln. 
sereen (of 
vire 
& $-lo, mesh) 
vltb end bent 
ep90* to 
lease horlx. 
pteee h 8-in.
Horizontal 
with end 
abutting 
bent-up 
portion 
of acreea.
Bunsen or 
Tirrill 
burner with
propane 
fudl; 1%- 
in. flm&e.
Burner wing
Screen with 
outer edge 
of flame 
tangent to 
outer edge 
of screen.
60 aec. Timer accur­
ate to +1 sec.
Test stops 
when 3 speci­
mens burn to 
5-in. gage 
mark.
"Self-extinguishing!' if 
none of 10 specimens 
bum to gaga mark.
Timm from flnt application 
atil flans rear has 5-in. 
gage mark, or time to 
extinguisnment & diet, to 
extreme evidence of flame 
front.
juced draff 
0.075-In. 
ter down- 
ream of 
at section;
y m s î *
Z SH.
Specimen resta 
on ledge of 
chaaber walls.
Horlzbntal Two gaa 
burners 
with out­
put deter­
mine by 
calibration 
testa
m ia j
Burners 12- 
in. up- 
atrem from 
"fire end" 
of speci­
men, 71± 
^in. %- 
tow its 
lower sur­
face & 4- 
in. 00 
each aide 
of longi­
tudinal 
centerline.
10 min; or 
complete 
combustion 
of speci­
men if it 
occurs 
sooner. 
Burners 
"on" 
contin- 
uoualy.
Not specified. Equipment is 
calibrated 
using asbestos 
cement board 
and red oak 
flooring.
Flame spread classifi­
cation is calculated 
in prescribed manner, 
based on comparison 
with standards of 
rsdeoak and asbestos 
cement board.
Time for flame to spaaed 
19% ft, if less then 10 
min.; or max.distance 
that flame reaches. (Also 
provides for neaes temp,
& smoke denaity.)
naratua 1# 
«0W exhaust 
od with 
dueed draft.
Several mount- 
lag techniques 
are prescribed 
depending on 
speelnen thick 
neaa, opacity, 
tendency to 
delaminate, 
etc.
Length at 
30" from 
vertical, 
burning 
from top 
downward 
on lower 
aurface.
12%18-in. 
vertical 
panel with 
radiant out­
put of 
black body 
at 1238+ 
rr; also 
%-ln. I.D. 
pilot burn­
er with 2 
to 3-in. 
flame.
Pilot burn­
er flame 
contacts, 
or within 
%-in. of 
top center 
of speci­
men. Rad-
in. from 
specimen 
at cloa- 
sac point 
(top).
IS min. : or 
wntll flame 
has pro­
gressed 
full 
length 
of speci­
men if it 
occurs a 
sooner.
Timer cali­
brated to 
0.01 min.
Time begins 
when speclmtn 
holder is 
placed on 
frame.
Flame spread index 
is calculated by 
equAtioo based on 
rate of progress 
of fleme front 
and a factor re­
lated to rate of 
heat liberation.
Time of arrival of flame 
front at successive gaae 
marks at 3-in. intervale. 
(Alao provides for maaa. 
temp. & smoke denaity.)
itural draft 
trough air 
ileCs spac- 
l along 
war vail of
A frame of 
augle icon 
14-in. wide 
8 ft, long.
Length at 
6" to 
horlz.; 
width at 
30" to 
horlz.
Gaa humera 
with output 
determined 
by calibra­
tion teats
K t u /
min.Des­
perate 
igniting 
burner.
Igniting 
burner at 
one end 
a# apeci- 
een. Pire» 
box of 
aain burn­
ers runs 
full 
length 
beneath 
specimen 
chamber.
Continuously 
for test 
period of 
1 min. 
deeding 
on cali­
bration 
test.
Not specified. Time begins 
when burners 
are lighted.
Flame spread index 
is calculated in 
prescribed manner 
based on compari­
son with standards 
of red oak end 
asbestos millboard.
Time for flame to travel 
87-in.; if less than 19 
min. (which ia time for 
red oak); otberwiae max. 
distance that flasM reaches 
in 19 min. (Alao provides 
for mesa. temp. & sauka 
density.)
AMMABILITY TEST METHODS
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Xdflotlflcfltloo 
«ad Tlcl#
gponaoring
Organisation
Date Intended
Application
Humber of 
Specioana
Selection
of
Specimen
Slie of 
Specimen
Exposed Area 
of Specimen
Pretest Treaa- 
mant and 
Conditioning
Sire of Test 
Envlosure
Ventilation 
oc Air 
Supply
%
Brltlah fie«Dd« 
«rd Method# 
of T«#t for 
Am
lity of f#b" 
rlcs.
Britlah
Standard#
Znatitutloo
1958 Fabric# of 
all con#true 
tion# thic 
mmj be cut 
to form flat 
aheeta.
6 Preliminary 
testa to 
determine 
direction 
of fastest 
burning.
2x6-in. 1% X 5 \ - la . Dfted at 105+ 
2*C for 30 m&. 
and cooled in 
dessicetor or 
airtight con­
tainer. Tested 
at 59 to 86*F 
and 20 to 800 
RH. Brushing 
for raised 
fiber.
Cabinet 14%- 
in. wide, 
8%-ln. deep, 
14-in. high.
Twèlve %-in. 
die. holes 
equidistant 
near top of 
rear wall, 
andl2x%-ln. 
slit at front 
bottom.
•idea
tdp.
Method v a  
59382. Teet 
lax of Pl«atlo 
^II# «od 
Artificial , 
Leather. Effect 
of FlflM Tact 
on One Side, 
Sairal Borner 
MeÂod of 
Teatlag.
German
Standard
Oct.
1907
Effect of 
Flmae on one 
eld# of plas­
tic abeet ant 
aftlfleial 
leather used 
00 a aupnort 
of some kind.
3 Taken uni­
formly 
from width 
of mater­
ial.
200x170
min.
(7.87%
6.69-iaJ
Entire aped 
men ia 
exposed.
16 hrs. at 
20f2*C, 65+ 
5rkn. Teamed 
at room te^.
No enclosure. Room atmos­
phere (daaft-
Specie 
ekfiati 
over 1 
cnrvei
SîJS'i
dlMOl
borln
Method a m  
701, "Fire 
Teat#, Flme
Reel#tent
iTSàir-
Hetionel 
Fire Pro­
tection 
Aaan,
1968 Flme reala-
tant material
for interior
fumiahlaga,
protective
clothing, and
outdoor
éoveriaga.
10; (0 ea. 
from «arp 
6 filling 
direc­
tions).
Each lot of 
5 cut from 
at least 4 
separate 
plamee to 
indicate 
uniformity.
23^ x10-10, 2 X 10-in. Circulating air 
at 140 to 145*F 
for 1 to 1% hrs; 
other procedures 
are prescribed.
Enclosure 12- 
ln. vide; 12- 
in. deep; 30- 
in. high.
Opan at top; 
vent holes 
along bottom 
of at leaat 
2 sites 
total 6 aq. 
in. min.
K.M1
eUmpi
adgu,
Method NFPA 
702, "Wearing
ÎSSiiuty.
Rational 
Fire Pro­
tection 
Aaan,
1968 Textile and 
other pro­
duct# for 
clothing 
use.
5 Length 
parallel 
to more 
hasardous 
direction.
2x6-ln. 1% X 6-in. Dried at 221*F 
for 30 min. and 
cooled in dea- 
aicator. Leudd- 
ering and dry 
cleaning for 
flame retarding 
finish: brushing 
for raised 
fiber.
Cabinet 14%- 
in. wide; 
8%-in. deep: 
14-in. high.
Twelve %-in. 
die. holes 
equidistant 
at rear of 
top & ventila­
ting scrip at 
front bottom;
pie tee
MC J639.
PFleame»
WUty of
Aotcaotlre
Interior
IrlB."
Society of 
AntomAtive 
tngineere. 
Inc.
Rot
dated.
Material# 
used in 
automotive 
interior# •
3 Preliminary 
testa to 
determine 
direction
burning.
4%14-in. 
it actual 
thickneaa 
if less
fchan %-in. 
otherwise 
<nit to
kSu."'
primal
aurface.
2 X 13-in. 7%2'F, 654^ RH 
for 24-hr. min.; 
combing for 
napped or tufted 
material.
Draft-free
cabinet.
Blower "off 
during teat.
TWO ms
thick.
s & ir*’Ford, "Fleeae- 
blUty Teat 
for Trim 
KetarlaU".
Ford
Motor
Co.
30 Oct.
1962
Textile
trim
material#.
iot given 
Ln test 
descrip­
tion.
Not given 
in teat 
description.
6%6-in, All exposed 
except area 
under clamp.
Not given in 
teat description.
Hood to elim­
inate strong 
air currents 
and carry off 
fumes.
Hood CO elimin­
ate strong sir 
currents and 
carry off 
fumes.
tlsf-i
■ad ot 
Icboc. 
e lm f.
Am* Motor#. 
Method 38, 
"laoltloa 
ana Burning 
of Dpbolatery 
Keterlala."
American
Motor#
Corp.
Combustible 
pcopestlee 
of hphola- 
tery materG 
iala.
One or more 
at needed.
To cover 
ell varia­
tion# in
and con- 
etroctico.
4x4-in. 4 X 4-in. 16 hrs. minisam 
at 70*F, 65% RH.
Laboratory 
hood or 
other well- 
ventilated 
area.
Draft-free
conditions.
Bpnln 
,UMd 
i X 6- 
.Ue. 
onth. 
tamn 
■la. t 
Mil.
Am* Motor#. 
Method lOi; 
"Flame 
Retardant 
Property".
American
Motor#
Corp.
Sealer or 
like mater­
ial mhicb 
may be
subjected 
to flame 
or beat in 
production.
1 to 4 
depending 
on result# 
obtained.
None Ixl2x%-ln.
high.
Ixl2x%-in.
high.
5-min. flash 
time before 
flame ia
Open bench. Room atmos­
phere.
Cut 0
a
Aete.Mfra. 
Aman,, Method 
Blfl. "Fir# 
Retardent 
Material# for 
Interior# -- 
Baaaanger Cara, 
Multlpurpoae 
Fdaaenger 
Vehicle#, 
Truck# and 
Buaea.
Automobile 
Kanufactur- 
era Aaan,
Inc. (com- 
emnta on 
Docket 3-3).
4 Dee. 
1967
Exposed 
interior 
trim mater­
ial# for 
use In 
passenger 
ears, multi­
purpose 
peaaenger 
v^iclea, 
trucks, and 
buaea.
3 Length 
parallel 
to more 
haxerdoua 
direction.
4xk4-in. 2 X 13-in. 
min. with 
free end 
%-ln. from 
end of 
frame.
To equilibrium 
at; 70 + 5*F
65 + 50H.
Ho enclosure 
specified.
Draft-free
conditions.
Metel 
that c 
^long
of ape
COMPARISON OF FLAMMABILI
:loo
’E î S T
Orlamtatlon
of
Specimen
Ignition
Source
Location
of
Ignition
Source
rime of 
Exposure
Method of 
Timing
KaqulramcQts
for
Validation
Criteria or 
Levala of 
Acceptability
Itama Measured
and/or
Rsported
l-ln.
Lag
:cnc
front
ÎÎSJÎ*th«t
grip ipacl- 
wm along 
•Idti and at
Wp,
At 4V: 
raised fibers 
facing up; 
othara to 
glva highest 
burning rate.
Metered
ëfôdat-
aie needle 
(0.010 I.D.) 
wtane fuel; 
%-ln. flam#
Burner tube 
mrpendicu- 
Lar to fab­
ric surface
%6-ln.
from it, t" 
Ln. above 
bottom edge 
on center­
line.
Flmae la 
applied 
to dura­
tion of 
test
Time to 0.1 
aec. End tima 
indicated by 
burning of 
thread 5-in. 
from point of 
ignition.
None "Flame resistance 
rating" given as 
2^ 5xavg, bum tis*e 
in seconds; "Flsme 
resistance leas 
than 100^ ' If none 
of 6 speclsMos 
bum.
Timm for flame to traversa 
5-in. length; avacaga for 
specimens that bum.
iggft-
9p#elm#n Is 
•taatcbad 
oftr slightly- 
eamd piaca 
of plp^d, 
with short 
diasnslon 
inrisootal.
Vertical, with 
allait curva­
ture about 
vertical axis.
165 min. (6.5 
In.) burner 
tube rotates 
from verti­
cal to boria 
Usee coal 
gas with 40 
min. (1.57- 
in.) h w e  
whan verti­
cal.
Burner 
moves from 
vertical 
to horlz. 
IRwn horis. 
burner tip 
is 20 Bln. 
(0.79-in.) 
from speci­
men.
Burner tra­
verses final 
30* of swing 
in 10 sec, 
and returns 
at seme rate 
with no 
delay.
Rot specified. Hone None Time that specimen bums 
or glows; or if it does. 
Also length of bum mark.
top;1##
otto#
•ast
■1.
Nstal holder 
clasps long
Vertical. Bunsen or 
Tirrill 
burner with
8aoe*
Top o f 
burner %- 
in. below 
end of 
specimen. 
Burner In­
clined at 
23* from 
vertical.
12 sec. Not specified. Rone Flaming not to exceed 2 sec. after removal 
of burner; vertical 
spread of flame and 
afterglow not to 
exceed specified 
limits based on 
fabric weight.
Flaming time & distance; 
char length as caused 
by tear made in prescribed
h-ln.
I#g
tant
of
antila 
rip at 
otto#«
R# matched 
%g"in metal 
ptttea.
At 43" Metered gas
Jet fro# 26- 
gage hypo­
dermic 
needle; bu­
tane fuel; 
&-in. 
nsme.
Flame im­
pinges on
edge; in 
case of 
raised
fiber, 
flame Im­
pinges on 
surface 
(above 
edge).
Until ignl-- 
tlon occurs; 
in ease of 
raised fiber 1 sac. only.
Timer actuated 
by falling 
weight when 
thread bums 
through.
For raised 
fiber If base 
fabricddees not 
ignite or fuss, 
or timer thread 
doesn't bum. 
Specimen la 
processed again 
as ordinary 
material.
Textiles: Class 1 - 
time ot tlame spread 20 sec. or more.
Cless 2 - time of 
flame spread 8-19 see. 
Class 3 - time of 
flsme spread 3-7 sec. 
Class 4 - time of flame 
spread lass than 3 sac.
Time for flame Co traverse 
5-ln. gage length (avg. 
of 5 specimans).
off
aat.
imo aatchad Ü* Horisontal 
facing down.
Bunsan or 
Tlrrlll 
burner with 1%-ln, flame 
using a spa 
ciflad gas.
Canter of 
burner 
barrel 
directly 
below cen­
ter of 
open end 
of speci­
men (no 
diet, 
given).
15 aec. Stop-watch 
(to %  sac.).
Timing begins 
after U-ln. 
length has 
burned.
ONI-does not ignite —  
if no flame in 15 sec. 
SE/RBE-self-extingoiSh- 
Ing but no burning 
rate —  If extingofsha# 
in 1%-ln. or lees. 8B/BE 
—  aelf-extinguishas be­
yond initial 1%-in, Burn- 
ing rate based on dis­
tance burned beyond 1%- 
in.
fime and diatsmee mftta 
firms front jOiSis m^dm. 
gage mark (gag. fldr 9 
specimans).
all#ln« 
mg air 
1 and 
Ef
Usg-atand 
and ordinary 
laboratory 
olamp.
Vertical. Hypodermic
needle
^22)|
natural
Tip of
«  
from sur­
face of 
specimen.
}*ot given 
In test 
description.
Stop-watch 
calibrated 
in seconds.
Rot given in 
test descrip­
tion.
Hot given in test 
description.
Observation of wbathar 
Bsterial Ignites and 
supports combustion, 
and whether it bums or 
amoldam after removal 
ii fîmes.
raa Specimen la 
plaaed on
• a 6-ln. 
plaça of 
orethane 
A mp ji-ln. 
mio, tblck- 
nasa.
Horizontal, 
facing up.
A lit, un­
tipped 
cigarette.
Cigarette 
is placed 
on canter 
of speel- 
aen and 
adjusted 
to B ^  
good con­
tact.
Vntll cigar­
ette la con­
sumed.
Not required. None Ho Ignition or flame; 
Ho reactions after 
cigarette la consumed. 
No damage over area 
%-ln. by length of 
cigarette.
No cfevlee in, foam
des^ than
nor wider than %-in.
Size of deasgsd region.
Cast on steal 
psnel, 4x12 
aD.03&-lm.
Length ia 
vertical
Bunsen
bumam
natural
ÏÏÎL..
flame.
gîü'i.
applied 
to center 
)f ribbon.
30 to 60 aec. 
in 10-sec. 
steps, de­
pending on 
results.
Stop-watch. Nona No flame for more than 
3 sec., and self-axtin- 
gulsfamant.
Material must not run, 
drip, sag, aspand, or 
ozidiza deeper chan
%-ln.
rime of flame expoaum 
sod results.
rae Ifetal frame 
pat cl#Dpa 2 long edges 
and one end 
of specimen.
Horizontal, 
facing down.
A match 
or similar 
means.
fot speci­
fied (pre- 
lumably 
It free 
tnd of 
ipeclman).
15 sac. Rot apecl- 
fled.
Minimum 10-in, 
length used 
for timing. 
Timing begins 
after approx. 1%-ln. of bum 
and stops at 
least l-ln, 
from end.
No spontaneous combus- 
clcn up Co 250*F; if 
specimen does not 
support combustion 
after 15-sec, flmae 
exposure; if avg. 
bum rate of 3 speci­
mens does not exceed 
15 in./min.
rime for flame Co treveme 10-ln. length.
LIABILITY TEST METHODS
B-4
APPENDIX C
STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES
Several statistical techniques have been employed in 
the calculation of the regression line representing Equations 
IV-32. These include analysis of the burning rate data for 
bad data points, a t-distribution test to determine important 
variables, and calculation of the standard error of estimate 
and the multiple regression correlation coefficient (2, 3).
The following calculational scheme was incorporated 
into the multi-regression program to check for bad data. This 
technique calculates an unbiased centerline through the data 
and then checks to see if any point is more than 3 standard 
deviations away from the line. If it is, the point is deleted. 
The technique consists of the following steps :
1. Add all the individual observations and divide by the
number of observations ([Ex ]/N).
i
2. Add and subtract to the average calculated in (1), 3 times 
the standard deviation (a = [2 (x^-x) 2J / [N-IJ ) .
3. Delete all values of x^ which fall outside the range cal­
culated in (2) .
4. Calculate a new average with the data remaining after 
applying (3).
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5. Repeat Steps (1), (2), and (3).
6. Replace any data that was previously deleted but now falls
between the presently calculated x ± 3a.
7. Calculate a new average.
8. Repeat Steps (2) through (7) until no more data are
deleted or put back in.
9. The final x is the center line.
The coefficient of correlation was calculated as
follows ;
1. The average value of R^ (burning rate) was calculated by
^o (SRq )/(N-l) (C-1)
2. The sum of the squares of the deviation of R^ from R^ 
was calculated by:
S = Z (R^ - R^)^ (C-2)
3. The sum of the squares of the deviation of the calculated 
value from the experimental was calculated by:
z = E[R - K ( p c  (s.)^ (5.)° (C-3)p J. 1 -L J.
where the i's represent the i^^ value of the variable.
4. Then the multiple correlation coefficient (R) is:
R = y/1 - (2/s) (C-4)
The standard error of estimate was calculated
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S„ = Error of x on R Rq ,x  o
(1-R^) (n-1) (ZRo.)^
--------------- 21—  (C-5)
n - m - 1
where R = multiple correlation coefficient
n = number of data points
m = number of variables being used (4)
R = i^^ value of R_o^ o
The last statistical technique which was incorporated 
into the computer program used in the multi-regression analy­
sis was a t-test. This proved very useful/ in that it allowed 
variables to be discarded as being negligible in correlating 
the data. This test was performed as follows:
1. The multiple correlation using all variables was calcu­
lated according to Equations C-1 through C-4.
2. Each variable was then correlated against the burning 
rate, R^, using a least squares fit as:
In R^ = b^ In (C-6)
the value of b^ being
E(x.-x)(Rq . - R.)
K  = --- --------7 ■■ ■ (C-7)
2 (x. - x)1
where x^ = the i ^  value of the variable x
X = the average value of x
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= the average burning rate
R = the value of R_o
3. The standard deviation, s^ , of the regression coeffi­
cients calculated in Step (2) was then calculated by:
X
(sRn,x)
. I (C-8)
or :
(1-R^) (n-1)
4. A value for t was then calculated for each of the sets
of b^ and s, by:
X
where the subscript x refers to the variables pc^, s^ ^ , 
and K .
5. To be of significance, a variable must have t > 2.
6. The t values were examined for condition (5). If there 
were more than two variables with t < 2, the variable with 
the lowest t value was deleted, and Steps (1) through (5) 
repeated. This was continued until all variables left in 
the multiple regression analysis program had a t > 2.
This technique of examining the t values of each vari­
able proved to be a very powerful tool in analyzing the data. 
It was the use of this technique which resulted in Equation 
IV-32c having only the slope based on ignition data, s*, as a 
correlating variable.
APPENDIX D
APPLICATION OF THE BUCKINGHAM PI METHOD OF DIMENSIONAL 
ANALYSIS USED IN THE DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS 
IV-23 AND IV-24
The Buckingham Pi method was applied to the variables 
which were found to be important in describing the burning 
process in order to derive the dimensionless equation. Equa­
tion IV-25. As previously stated, these variables were found 
to be the density, p; heat capacity, c^; thermal diffusivity, 
k ; thickness, 6; temperature rise to ignition, AT^^; the 
product H^*/ET^ = s*, the slope; and the burning rate, R^.
The above variables have dimensions of :
R ^ : length/time = L/t
3
p : mass/volume = M/L
Opt energy/mass-temperature = E/M-T 
AT^^: temperature = T
2
K : area/time = L /t
s* : energy/area-time^'^^ =
6 : length = L
The maximum number of independent groups, n, that can 
be obtained from application of this method is equal to the
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number of independent variables, m, minus the number of pri­
mary dimensions, r (in this case, n = 7 - 5 = 2 ) .  Hence, a 
maximum of two dimensionless groups, and Ilg, can be found
for the present case. Since there are seven variables and
five dimensions, in order to apply the Buckingham Pi method, 
two of the variables must be held constant. The variables 
chosen to be fixed were the burning rate, R^, and the slope, 
s*. The analysis is then performed as follows :
= (p)^ (6)^ (c (K)'^  (ATj^ g)^  Rq (D-1)
or in dimensional form:
= (M/L^)^ (L)^ (E/M-T) ^  (L^/t)*^ (T)® L/t (D-2)
from which ZM = 0 = a - c (D-3a)
Zl = 0 = -3a + b + 2d + 1 (D-3b)
ZT = 0 = -c + e (D-3c)
ZE = 0 = c (D-3d)
Zt = 0 = -d — 1 (D-3e)
Simultaneous solution of Equations D-3 yields values of the 
constants of a = c = e = 0, b = 1, and d = -1.
Therefore Equation D-1 becomes
Hi = Rq Ô/k (D-4)
The second group is obtained by
n. = (p)^ (6)^ (c^)® (K)^ (AT. )® s* (D-5)£■ p xg
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or in dimensional form;
= (M/L^)^ (L)^ (E/M-T) ° (T)® E/L^-t^^^
(D-6)
from which M = 0 = a - c (D-7a)
L = 0 = -3a + b + 2d - 2 (D-7b)
T = 0 = -c + e (D-7c)
E = 0 = c + 1 (D-7d)
t = 0 = -d - 1/2 (D-7e)
Simultaneous solution of Equations D-7 yields values of the 
constants o f a = c = e = - l ,  b = 0 and d = -1/2. Therefore 
Equation D-5 becomes
n, = ---- — —  (D-8)
ÆpCpATig
